
BoD March 2018: Agenda (PUM)

A MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
WILL TAKE PLACE ON 22nd MARCH 2018, 9AM  

IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL 

AGENDA 

No Item  Sponsor Ref

1. Apologies and Welcome

S Wragg, 
Chairman

2. To receive any Declarations of interests Verbal

3. To approve the Minutes of the meeting of the Board of
Directors held in public on 25th February 2018

18/03/P-03

4. 
To approve the Action Log in relation to progress to date
and review any outstanding actions

18/03/P-04

Strategic Aim: Patients will experience safe care 

5. To receive and review latest Patient’s Story

H McNair, 
Director of  

Nursing & Quality
Presentation

6. To receive and approve the Chair’s Log for the Quality &
Governance Committee

R Moore, 
Quality & Governance 

Committee Chair
18/03/P-06 

7. 
To receive and approve the Chair’s Log for the Audit
Committee

N Mapstone, Audit 
Committee Chair 

18/03/P-07 

8. 
To receive and review the Chair’s Log on any escalation 
issues from the Executive Team (ET) 

Dr R Jenkins 
Chief Executive

Verbal

Strategic Aim:  People will be proud to work for us 

9. To endorse the report on Celebrating our People
E Parkes 

Dir of Comms & 
Marketing

18/03/P-09

Strategic Aim:  Performance Matters

10. 
To receive and approve the Chair’s Log for the Finance & 
Performance Committee 

F Patton

Chair of Finance & 
Performance Committee

18/03/P-10

11. To review the Integrated performance report (Month 11) B Kirton 

Chief Delivery Officer
18/03/P-11

Strategic Aim: Partnership will be our strength 

12. To receive and review the monthly report from the Chairman S Wragg 
Chairman

18/03/P-12

13. 
To receive and review the monthly report from the Chief
Executive

Dr R Jenkins 
Chief Executive

18/03/P-13

Cont/… 
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14.  To receive and review the latest Horizon Scanning report 
E Parkes 

Director of Comms & 
Marketing 

18/03/P-14 

 

15. In accordance with the Trust’s Standing Orders and Constitution, to resolve that 
representatives of the press and other members of the public be excluded from the remainder 
of the meeting, having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be transacted. 

 
Date of next meeting:   
- 26 April 2018, 9am  

 

   
Signed:  ………..……………………  
   CHAIRMAN 
 

Please see reference section at back of papers for key to business plan and glossary of terms/acronyms 
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REF: 18/03/P-03 

REPORT TO THE BOARD OF BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT  
 

 
MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
HELD ON 22nd FEBRUARY 2018  

IN THE EDUCATION CENTRE, BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

PRESENT: 
Ms J Dean Non Executive Director  
Dr S Enright Medical Director  
Mrs K Firth Non Executive Director 
Mr P Hudson Non Executive Director                     
Dr R Jenkins Chief Executive 
Mr R Kirton Chief Delivery Officer 
Mr N Mapstone Non Executive Director 
Mrs H McNair Director of Nursing & Quality 
Mr F Patton Non Executive Director 
Mr S Wragg Chairman  
  

IN ATTENDANCE: 
Ms L Christopher Managing Director, BFS 
Mr T Davidson Director of ICT 
Ms S Rudd Trust Secretary  
Ms E Parkes Director of Marketing & Communications 
Mr C Thickett Deputy Director of Finance 
Ms M Hoyle Chief Executive, Barnsley Healthcare Federation 
 

 
18/19 APOLOGIES & WELCOME 

Members, Governors and attendees were welcomed, together with members 
of the public.  
It was noted that apologies had been received from Ms R Moore, Non 
Executive Director, Mr M Wright, Director of Finance, and, as a courtesy, from 
Mrs Grosvenor, interim director of HR&OD.  
 

 

18/20 DECLARATION OF INTERESTS  
The standing declarations of interest from Mr Patton, Mrs Firth and Mr Kirton 
as Chair and Directors of Barnsley Facilities Services Limited (BFS), were 
received and noted as were those of Ms Christopher as Managing Director of 
BFS.  
No other declarations were received in relation to the meeting’s agenda. 
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

18/21 MINUTES OF LAST MEETING (18/02/P-03) 
The Minutes of the meeting of the Board of Directors held in public on 25th 
January 2018 were reviewed and accepted as an accurate record.  
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18/22 ACTION LOG (18/02/P-04) 
The action log showing progress on matters arising from the last and previous 
meetings held in public was received and noted.   
Members noted that updates on a number of items on the Log would be 
reported separately under later agenda items.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

18/23 PATIENT’S STORY  
The planned patient story could not take place and therefore there was no item 
this month. 
 

 

18/24 QUALITY & GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE (Q&G) (18/02/P-06) 
The Chair’s Log from the Committee meeting held in February 2018 was 
received and reviewed.  Mr Hudson presented the report on behalf of Ms 
Moore (Committee Chair) and highlighted a number of key issues for note, 
including: 
 the Committee had received an excellent presentation on Acute Kidney 

Injury (AKI) and the steps that have been taken to improve the processes 
around fluid prescription and balance monitoring. Interventions to support 
include an AKI bundle which highlights improvements in care, detection 
and reduction in length of stay.  Staff awareness is key and there has been 
significant improvement in awareness and training of staff. The Committee 
agreed the revised policy for AKI, subject to the full completion of an 
Equality Impact Assessment (EQIA). 

 Intermediate Care services, now known as Transition Ward, continues to 
experience staffing challenges however senior leadership and development 
has been put in place to support. 

 There were continuing discussions regarding the winter pressures and the 
open escalation capacity and the staffing challenges that presents 

 The revised IPR was reviewed with comments and feedback provided for 
the next iteration. It was felt that the presentation of the IPR was helpful 
and more accessible. 

 Report from the Patient Safety & Harm Group was received and noted that 
the Risk Management Strategy had been subject to some minor changes 
and approved. 

 Falls reporting noted the variation in trends and increases seen and is not 
the downward trend that the Trust would like to see.  There was real 
assurance for the Committee that there is a strong focus on this and a root 
cause analysis is carried out in each case to ensure everything possible 
has been done to avoid harm. 

 Health & Safety Group – submitted a Policy on Unacceptable Behaviour for 
Patients and Staff was approved subject to EQUIA 

 All organisations are required to put in place Security Management 
arrangements and a self-review tool has been completed demonstrating an 
overall level of ‘green’ compliance.  

 Nursing and Midwifery staffing was subject to the usual monthly review with 
the report showing continued safe staffing levels although there were 8 
wards that fell below the national guidance level of 80%.  Mrs McNair 
highlighted that the Deputy Chief Nursing Officer for England had visited 
the Trust and discussed the issue of national availability of staff. It is 
important to identify local solutions to support the recruitment and retention 
of staff. The Committee will undertake a more detailed review of staff 
turnover at its next meeting. 
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The Log was received and noted.  
 

18/25 EXECUTIVE TEAM (ET) LOG 
Dr Jenkins confirmed that most issues to be reported to Board from the 
Executive Team would be addressed in the meeting’s agenda.  He did, 
however, comment that the national Staff Survey report for 2017 has been 
received. The survey shows some progress for the Trust but not sufficient 
overall, there have been steps forward and it contains very useful data, 
particularly when broken down by area. In brief it shows: 

 The positive experience of BME staff, increasing from last year which is 
encouraging and highlights the work that has been undertaken.  

 People with disabilities have a worse experience and feel that their 
disability is not being taken into account and they are not being given 
the opportunities they need. This is an area that will require some 
focused work to understand in detail. 

 The experience of staff within BFS has deteriorated however it is 
important to note the timing of the survey which was undertaken in 
October not longer after the ‘go live’ date for BFS. 

 The group of staff that have the least favourable view of working in the 
Trust is nursing staff and the Trust must work on understanding the 
nursing experience. This work has already commenced and is being 
discussed through committees. 

Ms Dean asked about how the nursing staff experience compares with other 
trusts, however currently only BHNFT report has been received, publication of 
the reports nationally is due on 6th March 2018. We do know that there is a 
national issue however there are things that can be done locally to make the 
experience of being a nurse in Barnsley better e.g. development opportunities. 
Ms McNair concurred and that the image of nursing as profession needs to be 
raised. The report will be the subject of a detailed board workshop.  
 
It was noted that Channel 5 are currently filming in the ED as part of a 
documentary to be aired in June. It will focus on the experience of staff and 
how they cope with dealing with difficult clinical issues in the department.  
 
The NHS is celebrating its 70th birthday this year and a programme of events 
to celebrate is being put in place. These will be promoted appropriately. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SR 

18/26 MORTALITY RATIOS (18/02/P-08) 
 
Dr Enright presented the monthly mortality report; it is discussed in detail at the 
Quality & Governance Committee however it is presented to the Board this 
month for a discussion on the way we look at disease specific mortality figures. 
 
Current performance for Summary Hospital-Based Mortality Indicator (SHMI) is 
99.9, below the national average of 100. Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio 
(HSMR) is 91, also below the 100 national average.  A slight increase in Crude 
Mortality has been seen in the month and this is under review.  
 
The Trust monitors disease specific mortality for Pneumonia and Sepsis, with 
a HSMR of 93 and 85 respectively. The Board is being asked to consider 
replacing the specific Pneumonia indicator with Acute Kidney Injury (AKI). AKI 
is a complex disease process and is closely linked to sepsis.  Although the 
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HSMR for sepsis is 85 it is likely to be as a result of better recognition of sepsis 
and that focus should continue and link with AKI as a disease mortality specific 
indicator going forward. 
 
The Board will receive a quarterly Learning from Deaths report in April, and 
learnings are discussed at the appropriate governance committees, with 
general points learned being included in weekly bulletins. Specific items 
learned from Structured Judgement Reviews (SJR) are referred to the specific 
teams concerned. 
 
Mr Mapstone enquired if Pneumonia would still be reviewed and heard that it 
will continue to be reviewed but it will not receive specific focus. There have 
been improvements seen and review will continue but the focus should now be 
on AKI as well as sepsis.  Sepsis is being recognised nationally as an issue 
and treating earlier is important. It is also linked to AKI as many patients who 
have sepsis also have AKI. 
 
Mr Mapstone pointed out that the Trust does not benchmark particularly well in 
terms of pneumonia compared with other organisations and sought clarification 
of the variations in the coding of pneumonia e.g. bronchial pneumonia and 
asked if that is something that the committee is sighted upon? Dr Enright 
responded that it is the case, coding is a significant element and also difficult 
as sometimes it’s an overarching diagnosis, particularly for frail and elderly 
patients.  It is important to note that pneumonia will continue to be subject to 
scrutiny.  
 
Mr Patton commented that Crude Mortality is showing a consistent upward 
trend with the trend starting earlier in the year than previously. Crude mortality 
is the number of deaths per 1000 discharges and is affected by volume and 
acuity of patients. Crude Mortality has decreased year on year but there will 
always be some variation. Mortality is measured through three indicators over 
a period time and are consistently reviewed to provide an overall picture.  
Assurance is sought as to whether there is a correlation between the increase 
and the current pressures and Quality & Governance Committee are 
scrutinising. A detailed review of mortality takes place each month to identify 
any themes and BHNFT compares well with local trusts. 
 
Mr Hudson highlighted Structured Judgement Reviews (SJR) and the 
significant work across the Trust to improve this new process. It requires 
further embedding and continued focus but is providing richness of data. The 
Mortality Review Group has not met frequently and it needs to find the pattern 
of regular review but it is improving and it is expected that trends will emerge. 
Members thanked Mr Hudson for his assurance around the process and 
Quality and Governance Committee will continue their monthly reviews. 
 
Ms Dean commented that she valued Dr Enright’s analysis on influencing 
factors. 
 
As part of the next report to Board it was requested that the divergence 
between SHMI and HSMR be reviewed as HSMR is unusually lower than 
SHMI. 
 
The Board thanked Dr Enright for his detailed discussion and analysis and 
agreed that the disease specific indicator for AKI replace pneumonia. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

SE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SE 

18/27 CELEBRATING OUR PEOPLE (18/02/P-09)  
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The Director of Communications presented the report which provides an 
update on the Trust’s Brilliant Award winners as part of the reward and 
recognition process for celebrating excellent work within the hospital. There 
are three award categories and the winners and nominees were highlighted 
and commended. 
 

 
 

18/28 CHAIR’S LOG – FINANCE & PERFORMANCE COMMITTEE (18/02/10) 
Mr Patton presented the Chair’s Log from the Finance & Performance 
Committee meeting held in February. The financial position remains 
challenging with in-month performance of £39k deficit that it adverse to plan, 
and a year to date favourable position of £113k. The position was affected by a 
number of factors, including the cessation of elective work and non 
achievement of STF funding relating to A&E performance. The position has 
been supported by the release of winter monies to cover additional pressures. 
The Committee discussed in detail non-elective activity which has been off-set 
by the loss of some elective work. 
The cash position is £1.68m; £0.64m ahead of plan and the Trust continues to 
require distress funding. 
 
In month performance of CIP shows the programme is on track to deliver its 
target and is testament to the excellent work of staff.  Forecast position is 
£8,144,037 however recurrency levels remain low at 60%.  This remains a key 
area of focus. Work is ongoing for the 2018/19 plan with a value £3m identified 
to date. 
 
Performance in key areas is good, but the 4 hour treatment target in A&E 
continues to be an area of pressure with performance of 85.5% January and 
90.5% year to date.  
 
Sickness levels within the organisation increased in month to 5.8%, the highest 
in 5 years and the Board must be cognisant of pressures. Mr Wragg enquired 
about the actions being taken to support a reduction in sickness levels. 
Anecdotally levels are being driven by viruses and infections with the same 
picture across the region. Health and Wellbeing work is progressing and 
proposals to support staff in all areas are being discussed. 
 
A number of reports were received with an update on the business planning 
process. The Committee acknowledged the excellent work of the team in 
researching and developing the plan, it is a good process. An update on the 
Winter Plan was also received and the Committee heard how the Trust is 
already looking to next year’s plan and being proactive about learnings from 
this year. There may be short term financial risk associated but it is important 
to commence early planning. 
 
The monthly ICT update was received with some excellent work ongoing on 
the Clinical Portal and Winpath. There was also a discussion on the 
development of the People Strategy with a request for initial feedback from 
Committee members.  
 
It was noted that the CNST premium has been increased by £2m, to £13.6m. 
The premium includes a £650k contribution towards an incentive scheme 
within Maternity to demonstrate compliance against 10 criteria. Achievement of 
compliance results in a 10% reduction in the Maternity contribution. A gap 
analysis has been completed, it is challenging to achieve compliance by April 
and plans are being put in place. 
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Ms Firth commented that, within the national planning guidance, it has been 
recognised that there is more non-elective work undertaken however it has not 
been recognised that this could have a proportionate effect on agency spend 
and the agency cap. It will be increasingly difficult next year to work within the 
cap with increased numbers of patients.  
 
Challenges still remain to achieve the year end position as previously 
highlighted and there was discussion regarding the loss of income from the 
cancellation of non-elective work and whether this would be ‘caught up’ during 
the year. The Committee received assurance that plans to do this are on track, 
but that work will be completed at a higher cost than would have been seen 
and would be reported to the Committee.  

 
18/29 INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE REPORT (18/02/11) 

 
The Chief Delivery Officer presented the IPR, noting that there was a revised 
and refreshed IPR for review, alongside the current IPR. 
 
Quality 
Ms McNair highlighted the detailed discussion held at Quality & Governance 
Committee regarding the reporting indicators for Falls and Pressure Ulcers and 
the plans in place. Medication errors have also been discussed and Ms Dean 
was keen to understand the risk associated with the errors.  The pressures 
being experienced by the hospital do have an impact and the reporting 
governance in this area is being strengthened.  Q&G discussed the attendance 
of the Chief Pharmacist at meetings and the Board recommended that Q&G 
invite the Chief Pharmacist to be a member of the Committee and the Terms of 
Reference be amended to reflect. Dr Enright is to extend the invitation to the 
Chief Pharmacist. 
 
Clinical Pharmacists attending ward rounds was discussed and it was agreed 
that this is an area for development. The Board requested that Q&G add this 
discussion to the work plan with the Chief Pharmacist in attendance. 
 
Mr Patton enquired about the increase in MSSA and E-coli and heard that this 
has been discussed at Infection Prevention Committee who are looking at 
work around central lines in particular. There is a robust work plan in place for 
E-coli which continues to be monitored. 
 
The continued good performance of VTE, with compliance over 98% was 
noted as was the good work being undertaken by teams. 
 
Performance 
 
As discussed the 4 hour performance in A&E is disappointing, for both patients 
and staff. Recovery was being seen however performance over the previous 
week was challenging. A work plan for patient flow and beds is being 
developed; it is a detailed plan with a number of components and work 
streams. The detail of the plan is currently being populated, together with 
timings and that will be shared through the governance process.  
 
‘Front-door’ streaming and the relationship with the Federation is very positive 
and the service is seeing 20-25% of patients that come in every day. There 
have been some issues but these are being resolved. Ms Hoyles commented 
that it was pleasing to hear and that the integration between clinical teams has 
been good. It is important, however, that the service does not receive overspill 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SE 
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from people who are unable to obtain a same day appointment with their GP. 
Ms Hoyles agreed to provide an overview and update to the Council of 
Governors. The Trust Secretary was asked to arrange. 
  
Finance 
 
Detailed discussion took place earlier in the meeting however it was noted that 
the forecast is to achieve the year end position. A year end contractual offer 
has been received and is in line with expectations. Agreement will help to 
support the year end position. Creditor days were discussed, and are showing 
at 81 days. This is affected by intra group debtors and creditors and will 
reduce. Mr Wragg reiterated the importance of prioritising payment to local 
suppliers and heard that this is the Trust policy.  
 
Revised IPR 
 
The IPR has been refreshed to provide a more focused and concise report 
with an ‘at a glance’ dashboard. The timelines to validate data within the report 
are challenging but it does mean that the Board and Assurance Committees 
receive early information that supports better decision making. Details of the 
changes have been outlined and feedback to date has been incorporated. A 
request had been made for a detailed cover sheet to be provided with the IPR 
and this will be provided.  
 
Members agreed that the format is good and the dashboard is very helpful, 
however the language within the executive summary should be more objective.  
 
Mr Mapstone commented that the revised IPR did not include data quality and 
suggested that the Audit Committee received a quarterly report. The Board 
agreed and requested that Data Quality be included within the remit of the 
Audit Committee. 
 
 

 
 

SR 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BK 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NM 

18/30 WORKING TOGETHER/VANGUARD UPDATE (18/02/12) 
 
Dr Jenkins highlighted the monthly briefing provided for Boards. Ms Firth 
enquired about Mental Health liaison and heard that there is good support for 
the Trust. 
 

 

18/31 PATHOLOGY NETWORK MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (18/02/P-13) 
 
A national memorandum of understanding that covers all pathology services 
provided by the Trust, Doncaster & Bassetlaw Teaching Hospitals NHS FT, 
Rotherham NHS FT, Sheffield Children’s Hospital NHS FT and Sheffield 
Teaching Hospitals NHS FT was reviewed. It is designed to implement a 
common strategy to network pathology services. 
 
It is a hub and spoke model with Sheffield Teaching Hospitals nominated as 
the hub with BHNFT a spoke of that hub. Rotherham NHS FT and BHNFT is a 
joint spoke with integrated laboratory arrangements and this has been included 
within the MOU.  It is proposed that the Trust agrees the MOU in principle 
subject to inclusion of the Trust’s agreement with Rotherham to move forward 
on procurement. The Trust has agreed with Rotherham NHS FT to enter into 
the network as an existing partnership. However, it is detriment to our service 
and the Trust if procurement of a managed service contract is delayed until 
2022, the date at which the remaining Trusts exit their long term contracts. 
There is agreement in place that we can proceed for a managed service 
contract procurement and build in a ‘step down’ arrangement from 2022 
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onwards.  
 
Following discussion the Board agreed the Memorandum of Understanding 
subject to the inclusion of the agreement to move forward on procurement in 
conjunction with Rotherham NHS FT.  
 

18/32 CHAIRMAN’S REPORT (18/01/P-14) 
The Chairman’s report was received and noted and he drew particular 
attention to the Tiny Hearts Appeal and the excellent fundraising activities that 
are taking place.  
 

 

18/33 CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT (18/01/P-15) 
Dr Jenkins’ report on regional and national news and updates on a range of 
activities undertaken as CEO since the last Board meeting held in public was 
received and noted.  
 

 

 

18/34 HORIZON SCANNER (18/01/P-20) 
The monthly Horizon Scanner was received and reviewed.  Ms Parkes drew 
attention to the latest postings on NHS Choices, the majority of which are 
positive and attract a 4.5 rating. 
Mr Patton commented that it was pleasing to see that the Department of 
Health had confirmed that NHS Trusts have the freedom to organise 
administrative functions to meet local needs through trust-owned subsidiaries. 
 

 

18/35 COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 
 
The Board received the latest agenda and minutes of the Council of Governors 
meeting, illustrating how the Board and Governors work together to support 
development of services for to patients. 
 

 

18/36 ANY OTHER BUSINESS & DATE OF NEXT MEETING.  
Comments from the public  
 
Annie Moody, Lead Governor commented that the discussions regarding 
mortality were very interesting and the challenge provided by Non-Executive 
Directors supported holding NEDs to account. Similarly, the discussions on the 
work to ‘catch up’ elective work and understanding the related the costs. 
There being no further comments from the public and or any other business, 
and in accordance with the Trust’s Constitution and Standing Orders, it was 
resolved that members of the public be excluded from the remainder of the 
meeting, having regard to the confidential nature of the business to be 
transacted.   
The meeting closed at 12 noon and members were reminded that the next 
meeting of the Board of Directors to be held in public was scheduled for 22nd 
March 2018.    
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF  
BARNSLEY HOSPITAL NHSFT 

REF: BoD 18/03/2P-04 

 

BoD March 2018 :Action Log (PuM)   
 

SUBJECT: BOARD ACTION LOG 

DATE:  MARCH 2018  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY:  

SPONSORED BY:  

PRESENTED BY: Stephen Wragg, Chairman 
STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

RECOMMENDATION(S)  

 
The Board of Directors is asked to: 
a) note and approve reported progress and any verbal updates  and 
b) review any outstanding actions 
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Subject: Board Action Log Ref: BoD 18/03/P-04 
 

Key to RAG status 
 Action overdue or no update provided 
 Update Provided but action not complete 
 Update provided and action complete 
BoD Feb 2018 Action Log / 1 
 

ACTIONS ON AGENDA: Table 1  

Minute ref Meeting 
date Item Action Owner Due date Done Date Progress report RAG 

status 
 

18/29 February 
2018 IPR 

Request for a detailed 
cover sheet to accompany 
the IPR 

BK March 
2018 

March 
2018 Agenda item  

 
18/16 January 

2018 
Trust Objectives Q3 
report 

Board workshop to 
develop objectives for 
2018/19 to be held 

Chief 
Delivery 
Officer 

March 
2018 

March 
2018 

Board workshop being held 
in March  

 
 
ACTIONS COMPLETED & CLOSED SINCE LAST MEETING: Table 2 
Minute 

ref 
Meeting 

date 
Item Action Owner Due date Done Date Progress report 

RAG 
status 

18/29 February 
2018 IPR 

Audit Committee to review 
Data Quality following 
amendments to the IOR 

Chair, Audit 
Committee March 2018 March 

2018 

Reported to March Audit 
Committee and included in 
Committee workplan 

 

18/29 February 
2018 IPR 

Ms Hoyles to be invited to 
presen to Council of 
Governors on the front door 
streaming service 

Trust 
Secretary March 2018 March 

2018 
Added to workplan and 
invitation extended  

18/29 February 
2018 IPR 

Membership of Q&G to be 
extended to Chief 
Pharmacist 

Medical 
Director/ 

Trust 
Secretary 

March 2018 March 
2018 

Invitation extended to Chief 
Pharmacist  

18/25 February 
2018 ET Log 

Board development session 
to be arranged to discuss 
staff survey 

Trust 
Secretary March 2018 March 

2018 
Added to Board 
Development programme  

17/152 October 
2017 ET Log 

Remuneration within senior 
nursing to be reviewed; 
report to follow to Board if 
appropriate. 

Dir of Nursing 
& Midwifery March 2018 March 

2018 

Addressed through wider 
staff retention work and 
monitored through the Q&G 
Committee 
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Key to RAG status  
 Action overdue or no update provided  
 Update Provided but action not complete  
 Update provided and action complete  
BoD Feb 2018 Action Log / 2  
 

ROLLING TRACKER OF OUTSTANDING ACTIONS: Table 3  red = overdue 
Minute 

ref 
Meeting 

date Item Action Owner Due date Done Date Progress report RAG 
status 

18/26 February 
2018 

Learning from 
Deaths 

Report to be received at 
April meeting and to 
include an analysis of the 
divergence between 
HSMR and SHMI 

Medical 
Director 

April 
2018  Not yet due  

18/07 January 
2018 

Audit Committee 
Log – Risk appetite 

Board workshop on 
organisational risk appetite 
to be arranged 

Trust 
Secretary 

March 
2018 
April 
2018 

 

Date to be agreed 
March Update: discussions 
held with external facilitator 
to scope, final date to be 
arranged 

 

17/190 December 
2017 

Celebrating our 
people 

Notice board/Wall of 
Honour to be progressed 

Dir of 
Comms  & 
Marketing 

April 
2018  

Discussions taking place 
with BFS – interim Hall of 
Fame in place in main 
reception 

 

17/158 October 
2017 

Comms & Marketing 
– quarterly report 

Development of 
communication 
whiteboards being 
progressed - for staff and 
patient data 

Dir of 
Comms & 
Marketing / 
Dir of ICT 

April 
2018  

Cost effective solution 
being sought due to 
financial constraints this will 
be actioned in April 
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Key to RAG status  
 Action overdue or no update provided  
 Update Provided but action not complete  
 Update provided and action complete  
BoD Feb 2018 Action Log / 3  
 

Minute 
ref 

Meeting 
date Item Action Owner Due date Done Date Progress report RAG 

status 

17/133 
& 

18/04 
September 

2017 
Governance 
Documents 

Standing Orders, Standing 
Financial Instructions and 
Scheme of Delegations 
approved with caveat that 
further amendment 
required when BFS 
governance documents 
are more established 

Dir of 
Finance 

January 
2018 
March 
2018 
June 
2018 

 

BFS governance 
documents under review 
 
January update:  
Work ongoing in BFS 
 
February update: 
Work continues with 
governance documents and 
business plan to be 
reported to March meeting 
 
March update: 
BFS governance 
documents March agenda 
item, once approved 
amendments relating to 
BFS to be incorporated 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Abbreviations/acronyms:  
 ACS – Accountable Care System 
 BAF – Board Assurance Framework 
 CCG – Clinical Commissioning Group  
 CQC – Care Quality Commissioning Group 
 CIP – Cost Improvement Programme 
 Comms – Communications 
 CRR – Corporate Risk Register 
 Dir – Director 
 EqIA – Equality Impact Assessment  
 ET – Executive Team 
 F&P – Finance & Performance Committee 
 FPSG – Finance & Performance Sub-Group (Governors) 
 ICT – Information & Communications Technology 
 IPR – Integrated Performance Report 
 Q&G – Quality & Governance Committee 
 QGSG – Quality & Governance Sub-Group (Governors) 
 VTE – Venous Thromboembolism 
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REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: BOD 18/03/P-06 

 
SUBJECT: QUALITY & GOVERNANCE ASSURANCE REPORT   

DATE: MARCH 2018  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as 
applicable 

  Tick as 
applicable 

For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Susan Rudd, Trust Secretary 
& Ros Moore, Non Executive Director/Committee Chair 

SPONSORED BY: Ros Moore, Non Executive Director/Committee Chair 

PRESENTED BY: Ros Moore, Non Executive Director/Committee Chair 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

The Quality & Governance Committee (Q&G) is one of the key committees of the Board responsible 
for Governance.  Its purpose is to provide detailed scrutiny of quality and safety across the Trust in 
order to provide assurance and raise concerns (if appropriate) to the Board of Directors and to make 
recommendations, as appropriate, on quality and safety matters to the Board of Directors. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report provides information to assist the Board with obtaining assurance about the quality of care 
and rigour of governance.  From the Q&G Committee’s meeting held in March, key issues highlighted 
included: 

 Presentation on the BREATHE early supported discharge service 

 Lengthy consideration of hospital pressures and patient safety indicators – see Log, IPR 

 Latest mortality data, highlighting that mortality rates are in line with expectations 

 Review of the latest Integrated Performance Report, noting the continuing pressures and the 
increase in falls, pressure ulcers and non achievement of the 4-hour wait A&E target – see Log 

 Regular review of the \Nursing & Midwifery staffing report – see log 

 Receipt of CQC report with a rating of ‘Good’ 

The Minutes and Chairs’ logs from committee subgroups, the Board Assurance Framework and the 
Corporate Risk Register were also subject to regular review.   
 
RECOMMENDATION (S) 

The Board is asked to note the attached Log. 
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Subject: QUALITY AND GOVERNANCE ASSURANCE REPORT Ref: BOD 18/03/P-06 

 

CHAIR’S LOG: Chair’s Key Issues and Assurance Model  
 

Committee / Group:  Quality and Governance Committee (Q&G) Date: 14 March 2018 Chair: Ros Moore 
 

Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving 
Body, i.e. 
Board or 

Committee 

Recommendation 
/ Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 

1 

BREATHE 
Presentation  
 
(Barnsley 
Respiratory 
Assessment & 
Therapy) 

The Committee received a detailed presentation on the three month progress update on 
BREATH, the early supported discharge service, an alternative to long stay, for respiratory 
patients. Recruitment of experienced staff to the service has taken place however expertise of 
senior nurses in delivering early supported discharge is rare so there has been significant 
induction and supervision. Recruitment to Consultant post has been successful, commencing 
in post in May, together with the appointment of respiratory nurse with a primary care 
background. IT innovation has been required due to out of hospital working with System 1 
adopted to facilitate communication with GPs. Not all patients are suitable for the service or 
want to take advantage of it. Daily visits from the team help with observation of the real life 
situation for patients and can improve care. There is a ‘Hot’ clinic for GP or Community Matron 
referrals and primary care clinics in place.  Challenges include recruitment, IT and also 
space/location, which requires review. KPIs are in place and overall it has been a successful 
start to the service.   

Board of 
Directors To note 

4 Transition Unit CQC have undertaken a Place visit which was positive. Staffing remains an issue with a 
number of vacancies.. 

Board of 
Directors For assurance 

6 

Integrated 
Performance 
Acuity Report 
(IPR) 

A revised concise version of the IPR has been put in place and the Committee noted the 
timing issues in the receipt of the report. A revised timeline for receipt was agreed. 
Key points on quality and safety issues included: 

 Non-achievement of the 4-hour A&E target February and the continuing bed pressures 
remain a challenge with teams looking for longer term solutions to manage.  The adverse 
weather has had an impact on performance. The impact on quality was considered in 
depth. 

 Some elective activity has been cancelled however there has been an increase in day 
cases to offset.  

 Additional beds remain open to cope with the pressures which has a corresponding impact 
on agency staff usage and cost.  

 An increase in falls continues and these are likely to be  linked to admission of already frail 

Board of 
Directors For assurance 
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Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving 
Body, i.e. 
Board or 

Committee 

Recommendation 
/ Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 

patients the additional bed capacity, and there has been an increase in falls with moderate 
harm. A new falls reporting process is in place and will be able to report on 3 months data 
in April. The Committee sought assurance that patients were being kept as safe as 
possible and noted that the focus on the frailty pathway is key.  

 There has been an increase in the number of pressures ulcers reported, with one being a 
grade 4. As deemed avoidable a safeguarding referral has been made.  There were two 
medication errors in the period and one case of C-diff however the Trust remains under 
trajectory. 

The overall safety indicators were discussed as ‘red’ however for context it was noted that 
some targets are set at ‘0’ and therefore not ever likely to be achievable. 
Lead Officer: Director of Nursing & Quality  

9 
Patient Experience 
Group – Chair’s 
Log 

The Patient Experience Group has undertaken a review of their Terms of Reference and the 
Committee endorsed the changes to membership as proposed. 

Board of 
Directors To note 

12 
Nursing & 
Midwifery Staffing 

The Committee received the month nursing and midwifery staffing updating and that fill rates 
are being maintained, although increased agency usage makes that possible. There were 19 
new starters in month, mainly graduates, and 5 leavers. 
The report also included information on the retirement profile of nurses and data obtained from 
exit interviews that had previously been requested by the Committee.  A detailed discussion 
was held on the content and need for strategic workforce planning via the Clinical Strategy. 
‘Hotspots’ have now been identified and action plans will be put in place. 
Lead Officer: Director of Nursing & Quality 

 

Board of 
Directors For assurance 

13 
Single Sex 
Accommodation 
Declaration 

The Committee received the Single Sex Accommodation Declaration noting that there have 
been no breaches to date. Given the pressures faced by the organisation this is a significant 
achievement.  The Committee endorsed the publication of the declaration on the Trust’s 
website. 

Board of 
Directors For assurance 

16 CQC 

The final CQC report has been received following the visit in October 2017.  A rating of ‘Good’ 
has been awarded and is a significant achievement for the Trust.  The Committee felt that it 
was important to celebrate and thank staff including the Governance Team for their hard work. 
Lead Officer: Director of Nursing & Quality 

Board of 
Directors 

For assurance and 
to note 
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REPORT TO THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS REF: BoD 18/03/P-07 

 

SUBJECT: AUDIT COMMITTEE – CHAIR’S LOG  
 

DATE: March 2018    

PURPOSE: 

 
Tick as 

applicable   
Tick as 

applicable  

For decision/approval   Assurance   

For review   Governance   

For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY:  
  Nick Mapstone, Audit Committee Chair 

SPONSORED BY:   

PRESENTED BY:  Nick Mapstone, Audit Committee Chair 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

Effective governance. 
 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The committee met on 14 March 2018.  
 
Preparations for the 2017/18 external audit of the Trust’s financial statements have been made. 
 
The external auditor’s Value For Money conclusion is likely only to be qualified in respect of the 
Trust’s continuing need for external financial support. 
 
The 2017/18 Head of Internal Audit Opinion is likely to be Significant Assurance. 
 
Changes to the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan were agreed. 

RECOMMENDATION    

 

The Board is asked to review and endorse the attached Chair’s Log. 
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Subject: AUDIT COMMITTEE ASSURANCE REPORT Ref: BoD 18/03/P-07 

 
CHAIR’S LOG: Chair’s Key Issues and Assurance Model  

Committee / Group Date Chair 
Audit Committee 14 March 2018 Mr N Mapstone, Committee Chair 
 

Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 
Receiving Body, 

i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ mandate to 

receiving body 

 
 
6.4 
 
 
 
 

Head of Internal Audit Opinion  
 
The draft Head of Internal Audit Opinion for 2017/18 provides Significant Assurance 
on the Trust’s governance arrangements and systems of internal control. 
 

Action: All to note. 

 

Barnsley 
Hospital Board 

of Directors. 

Barnsley Hospital 
Board of Directors. 

 
 
 
7.1 
 
 
 

External Audit 

 
Preparations for the external audit of the Trust’s 2017/18 financial statements have 
been made. Good professional relationships with our external auditors continue to 
be maintained. 
 
The external auditor’s Value For Money conclusion is likely only to be qualified in 
respect of the Trust’s continuing need for external financial support. 
 

Barnsley 
Hospital Board 

of Directors. 

Barnsley Hospital 
Board of Directors. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 
Receiving Body, 

i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ mandate to 

receiving body 

 
 
7.2 
 
 
 

Internal Audit Plan 

 
The committee agreed changes to the draft Internal Audit Plan for 2018/19. It will 
now include a: 

 review of nutrition and the introduction of the hostess trolley service; and 
 mapping exercise to evaluate the internal controls that the Trust has 

established to assess compliance with regulations and the law. 
 
The proposed reviews of organisational culture, governance and occupational 
health will not proceed. This leaves capacity in the plan to provide any additional 
reviews that may be identified as necessary during the course of the year.  
 
A final plan is to be issued. 
 
Action: MW and 360 Assurance. 

 

Barnsley 
Hospital Board 

of Directors. 

Barnsley Hospital 
Board of Directors. 

 
 
7.3 
 
 
 
 
 

Counter Fraud and Bribery  
 
NHS Protect is to review the Trust’s Counter Fraud and Bribery arrangements in 
June 2018. The review needs to be supported by a survey of staff awareness. The 
number of responses to the survey is currently well short of the circa 200 needed 
for it to be meaningful. The Local Counter Fraud Service asked for support to 
encourage more responses. 
 
Action: EP and 360 Assurance. 

 

Barnsley 
Hospital Board 

of Directors. 

Barnsley Hospital 
Board of Directors. 
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Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 
Receiving Body, 

i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ mandate to 

receiving body 

 
 
 
8.4 
 
 
 
 

Board Assurance Framework  

 

The committee noted the possible adverse impact of the UK leaving the EU on 
workforce and on the cost of medicines as risks that should possibly be included on 
the Board Assurance Framework. 
 
Action: ET to consider. 
 

Executive 
Team. 

Barnsley Hospital 
Board of Directors. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: BoD/18/03/09  

 
SUBJECT:   CELEBRATING OUR PEOPLE 

DATE:          MARCH 2018  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable 

  Tick as 
applicable 

For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Emma Parkes, Director of Marketing & Communications 

SPONSORED BY: Richard Jenkins, Chief Executive 

PRESENTED BY: Emma Parkes, Director of Marketing & Communications 

 
To provide an update to the Board on the Trust’s Brilliant Award winners as part of the reward 
and recognition process for celebrating the excellent work within the hospital.  

 
The Trust employs over 3,000 people, each of whom play an integral role in the hospital’s overall 
performance and successful achievement of strategy and objectives.  
 
Each month, the Trust recognises staff who are nominated by colleagues and the public by 
presenting three Brilliant Staff Awards as part of a monthly award scheme which recognises 
individuals or teams that have gone above and beyond their role. 
 
There are three award categories: 
 
- Individual Brilliant Award (nominated by any member of staff) 
- Team Brilliant Award (nominated by any member of staff) 
- Public Brilliant Award (taken from feedback received by members of the public) 

Each month the Chairman and Chief Executive jointly agree the winners, who are then presented 
with a certificate by the Chairman at a surprise presentation which is then promoted throughout 
the Trust. The Brilliant Staff Awards are sponsored by ISS who provide food and hospitality 
services for the Trust. 

This paper will highlight the winners and nominees within each award for the previous month.  

 

 
The Board is asked to review the content of this report.  
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Subject: CELEBRATING OUR PEOPLE REPORT Ref: BoD 18/03/09 

 

1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
 
1.1 This report provides the Board with an understanding of the Trust’s winners and 

nominees for the monthly Brilliant Staff Awards. 
 

1.2 The Brilliant Awards are a key part of the Trust’s recognition of our people. Winners 
are celebrated across the Trust in a variety of communications media, including 
online on the Hub and, from December, on display in the main Reception area.  
Winners are also celebrated externally via social media.  

 
2. INDIVIDUAL BRILLIANT AWARD 
 

2.1 Winner: Mark Cassell – Gastroenterology 
 
The outstanding work he has done and achieved around Hepatitis C and the start-up 
of the Outreach service. This outreach service/clinic has been integrated and 
operates through local drug and alcohol services at Burliegh court. The purpose of 
the service is to engage difficult to reach clientele with the integration of this service 
delivery alongside drug and alcohol support. The clinic offers a ‘one stop’ service 
pathway for liver assessment, following this, presentation of each case will be made 
at South Yorkshire’s operational delivery network MDT, with a view to getting direct 
acting antiviral treatment agreed. Since commencement at the end of last year there 
has already been an impact of the ability to engage clientele, the numbers of patients 
tested and eligible for treatment. It has vastly impacted upon DNA rates within 
speciality (reduction in DNA rates at outpatient service at BDGH) which is of an 
overall benefit to the clientele along with much improved outcomes and patient 
experience. It has had a positive impact upon run rate target figures and SVRs for 
CQUIN It has financial productivity of an outreach service and is being recognised 
both locally and nationally with the networks. 

 
2.2 Nominees- 

 
 Charlotte Higham 

Charlotte is extremely busy in her role and yet is always approachable and 
happy to help. She goes above and beyond to make sure that the AMU is 
kept well organised. 

 
 Dawn Waite 

Dawn is a much valued and appreciated member of staff having worked at 
Barnsley for over 20 years. She is a gentle kind caring lady who cares deeply 
for the patients attending Gynae services. She takes time to reassure them 
and worries immensely for the patient when we have to break bad news. 
Coming from Barnsley she certainly knows how to put patients at ease and 
communicates any worries/anxiety that a patient might have to the doctor 
prior to the consultation and afterwards if required to give patients a chance 
to readdress their issues.  
 
She is well liked amongst her peers. Her empathy towards everybody is well 
known as she always has a listening ear.  Given her general nature her talent 
of being a Thespian is surprising; she has an active role at Trinity Play House 
Barnsley through out the year. 
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 Claire Marples 
Claire recently took over as Lead ANP for the ART team. In her month in 
practice she has demonstrated fantastic management and leadership and 
instilled a much needed confidence boost within the team. Her ability to 
demonstrate exemplary leadership to the team day in day out is inspiring.  
In addition to her management abilities Claire demonstrates outstanding 
clinical ability. As one of the first ANP's appointed in Barnsley she has faced 
many challenges over the years (multiple job changes, poor understanding/ 
acceptance of role, lack of funding for further education) yet Claire has 
continued to uphold her high standards of advanced practice enhancing the 
patient journey from admission to discharge. Having remained loyal to 
BHNFT throughout her career many patients and junior doctors remember 
Claire and regularly comment upon the help and care she has given them in 
difficult and challenging times. As a team we all feel very privileged to have 
Claire as our leader. 

 
3. TEAM BRILLIANT AWARD 

3.1 Winner:   Ward 22 
          

Can I please nominate ward 22 for the Team Brilliant award for the work they have 
done around Falls prevention. The lead nurse with her team has actively sought to 
reduce patients fall due to a noted increase in September 2017 and October 2017 
which identified 16 falls within each month. The team concentrated on falls to support 
FAB week in November and in December this has been reduced to five falls with no 
moderate or severe harms noted. The development of this safety culture within the 
ward team has had a massive positive impact worthy of celebration. The team have 
incorporated discussion of this risk in the ward safety huddles and focused on it when 
undertaking the Intentional rounding. The lead nurse has arranged input from 
specialists CNS teams i.e. Dementia CNS and Falls CNS.  They have attended the 
ward and had focused training sessions with ward staff. The falls training on ward 22 
is 100% pending new starters which will also be addressed when they arrive. 
Ongoing review of the wards action plan will ensure this standard is maintained. 
 

3.2  Nominees – 
 

 Outpatients gynaecology nursing team  
The whole Gynae nursing team works cohesively goes an extra mile always 
to provide excellent service for their patients. The staff work flexibly when 
extra clinics need to be set up and are very accommodating to ensure service 
runs smoothly despite hiccups with IT/inclement weather/full waiting room.  
The feedback from patients is always positive. They work as patients 
advocates and will try and help accommodate patients if Late/anxious or 
administration error with double booked appointments. The medical staff are 
appreciative of their dedicated work and the help provided to ensure clinics 
run smoothly.  Service with a smile no matter what is always seen in the 
Gynae outpatients. 

 
 Pre-assessment Unit & Theatre Arrivals 

Theatre arrivals was incorporated in with Pre-Assessment unit just over a 
year ago in order to provide a more streamlined service and better patient 
experience for patients coming in for surgery. The team had to adapt to 
different ways of working in order to facilitate this under an already stretched 
service providing pre-assessments. This had an impact on every member of 
staff in the department with constant re-shuffling of rooms etc. to be able to 
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provide separate waiting rooms for male and female once changed into 
theatre gowns. Staff have coped brilliantly with the new changes which also 
meant a change in working hours to cover the service. Lead Nurse Joanne 
Bray is an excellent role model who always tries to accommodate an ever 
expanding service and I think this deserves an award. 

 
 Simulation Team – Jane Acty/Leanne Alexander/Andrew Greer 

The team has been in post for just over a year now and have made enormous 
progress in moving the simulation strategy forward. 
 
There tireless work and drive has secured the team its own space and the 
building project has been driven by the team ensuring that the space is value 
for money and fit for purpose for the future. The commitment of the team has 
ensured that although they work clinically they have managed to juggle the 
demands of a building project and the delays and hiccups which have 
occurred along the way. The room looks fantastic and their vision has 
ensured that all clinical staff now have a base to practice clinical scenarios in 
simulation to enhance patient safety and outcomes in the future. 

 
 Therapy Gym Team 

Continuing to deliver a high level of patient care and delivering patient 
rehabilitation classes during building works and department alterations. 

 

 Gynaecology (Ward 14 & EPAU) 
At the end of 2017 to present staff on ward 14 and surrounding areas have 
been really down, but they have always keep smiling and showing true 
commitment and compassion to all who come onto the ward. Staff on Ward 
14 and surrounding areas really show how team work should be as they 
always work together to ensure the best quality of care. I am proud to be a 
part of such an amazing team! Keep Smiling Girls! x 

 
4. PUBLIC BRILLIANT AWARD 

4.1 Winner – Mr K Abdlslam 
 
“Not only is he an excellent surgeon, he is caring towards his staff and all his patients. 
He’s never negative, he likes to laugh and he is respected by all his team. The only 
down side to all of this is the number of patients who insist on seeing him personally. 
Nothing is ever too much for him.” 

 
4.2 Nominees - 
 

 Zena Thomas – Children’s Respiratory Nurse 
She goes above and beyond for my son who is under her care for his asthma. 
Care plans for school and afterschool clubs, spacers, advice-even explaining 
why he needs to be compliant when he won’t listen to me and dad "nagging" 
to take them...you name it she’s there. He went through a wheezy stage after 
coming home from school and we realised it was because he felt different to 
his peers using the spacer device. Zena swapped him to an easibreathe 'big 
boy' inhaler and he’s so much happier it’s made a real difference. I really 
don’t know how she does it as there is only her who is the nurse for 
children’s’ asthma. My little man has been experiencing breathing that is 
similar to a panic attack and his inhaler wasn’t helping. Zena promptly 
referred him to physio and with the help of Jo Bleasedale he’s learning new 
breathing techniques that help not only his asthma but his anxiety too. He’s 
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coming on leaps and bounds! Thanks Zena you are a credit to the hospital 
and children's services. 

 
 A&E 

“Thank you for looking after my husband during his stay in there we came up 
to the ward after being seen by A&E staff can I say the staff were all brilliant, 
but what I did notice people who where really ill where grateful of their care 
but certain individuals who had minor issues I wouldn't have dreamt of going 
to hospital about were abusive and complaining all the time, so if the staff 
didn’t have to deal with these people the NHS wouldn't be stretched to the 
limit. So thank you for looking after my husband x” 

 
 Falls Clinic 

“Hi There My Name Is Frazer I Wood Like To Say Thank you to all the 
doctors and nurses when I had blackouts.  I am so grateful of your help what 
would I do with out you guys. You at the falls clinic deserve an award for 
helping people who has Parkinson’s disease and then people who has really 
bad blackouts like me and then Barnsley hospital doctors and all the sisters 
deserve an award for all the kindness to all the sick people. I hope you guys 
are not working too hard, all the best Frazer”. 
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REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: 18/02/10 BoD  

 
SUBJECT: FINANCE & PERFORMANCE ASSURANCE REPORT  

DATE: FEBRUARY 2018  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as 
applicable 

  Tick as 
applicable 

For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance Committee 

SPONSORED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance Committee 

PRESENTED BY: Francis Patton, Non Executive Director, Chair Finance & 
Performance Committee 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

The Finance & Performance Committee (F&P) is one of the key sub committees of the Board 
responsible for Governance.  Its purpose is to provide detailed scrutiny of financial matters and 
operational performance in order to provide assurance and raise concerns (if appropriate) to the 
Board of Directors and to make recommendations, as appropriate, on financial and performance 
matters to the Board of Directors 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  KEY: £k = thousands 
         £m = millions 

The aim of this report is to critically analyse and evaluate the financial and operational 
performance of the Trust in order to provide assurance to the Board. This will be accomplished 
by: 
- critically analysing and reviewing the financial performance in order to identify any 

opportunities or threats 

- critically analysing and reviewing the Cost Improvement Programme (CIP) in order to get 
assurance that it is on plan and will deliver the planned savings 

- critically analysing and reviewing the corporate performance in order to ensure that the Trust 
is delivering the optimum performance safely and negating any penalties 

- reviewing business cases at the six months anniversary in order to ensure that they are 
delivering planned benefits 

- critically analysing and reviewing the Board Assurance Framework (BAF) in order to ensure 
any risks to the strategic plan are identified and mitigated. 

In terms of the finances the position at month eleven remains extremely tight. In month 
performance saw the Trust achieving a deficit position that is £108k unfavourable to plan in 
month and £5k favourable to plan YTD. This was obviously continues to be impacted by the 
cessation of elective work and lack of STF / ED monies and was supported by the further release 
of winter monies to cover additional winter cost pressures. The cash position is £1.73m, £0.11m 
ahead of plan meaning that the Trust will continue to require distressed funding, although the 
funds will be restricted. 
In summary this continues to be a very difficult plan to deliver and will need the clear focus of 
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Board and the whole management team.  
In terms of CIP the in month performance was an under achievement of £98,484 meaning year to 
date an over achievement of £546k, the overall Programme forecast position has increased from 
£8.14 last month to £8.27 this month and the programme remains on track to deliver its target 
and will be the only one in South Yorkshire & Bassetlaw to do so. Recurrency levels remain low 
but have increasedd to 68%. This remains a key area of focus. Work is well advanced on next 
year’s plan which has a revised target of £7.94m due to a reduced control target. So far a total 
value of £3,599,950 which leaves a deficit of £4,340,050 to be found  and of these schemes 14 
are now  at full maturity, with a value of £3,240,950 
In terms of performance we continue to do well in most of the key areas including 18 week and 
cancer however the 4 hour target pressure continues and February performance was 89.9% with 
the quarter at 87.7% and YTD at 90.4% and this has had a knock on effect to elective work..  
From a workforce perspective appraisals are achieving targets, mandatory training is just below 
the Trust aspirational target however sickness levels continue to be an issue with February 
running at 4.64% and year to date being 4.1%.   . 
The committee then received a number of reports/updates as follows:- 

- The Capital Plan which was signed off. 
- The Operational Plan which was signed off (both this and the Capital Plan will come to full 

Board) 
- An update on the Apprenticeship Strategy  
- An update of the Gender Pay Gap Report which is attached. 
- A review of the benefits case for the Bed Reconfiguration work with recommendations for 

future improvements. 
Finally the committee reviewed the BAF and Corporate Risk Register.  

RECOMMENDATIONS  

This report therefore recommends that: 

- The Board notes the fact the financial performance to date which remains very tight 
with nearly all provisions now utilised. 

- The Board continues to monitor financial performance through F&P but has increased 
focus on it at Board between now and year end. 

- The Board notes the ongoing issues in terms of delivery of the 4 hour access target 
and the potential threat that places on patient safety and financial performance. 

- The Board notes the recommendation of F&P to agree the Capital Plan and Operational 
Plan when they come to full Board 

- the Board takes assurance that the BAF/CRR are being regularly reviewed. 
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Subject: Finance & Performance Committee Assurance Report Ref: 18/02/10 BoD  

CHAIR’S LOG: Chair’s Key Issues and Assurance Model  

Committee / Group Date Chair 

Finance and Performance Committee March 2018 Francis Patton, Non Executive Director 
KEY: £k = thousands  /            £m = millions 

Log 
Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving Body, 
i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 

1.  Finance  

The financial position of the Trust at month 11 is £5k favourable to plan year to 
date but £108k unfavourable to plan in month. The cash position is £1.73m, 
£0.11m ahead of plan meaning that the Trust will continue to require distressed 
funding, although the funds will be restricted. 
Obviously a key driver in month was the cancellation of elective operations but 
there are also £529k of STF missing for Q3 and £412k of ED STF monies not 
accrued in Q4.A slight counter balance to the lack of elective work was an 
overtrade in non-elective work. 
CBU 1 has had a further positive month driven by increased with non-elective 
work.  
Agency costs will exceed the plan due to winter pressures. The key pressures are 
within Nursing. 
 
Capex is likely to overspend with the recent need to spend £1.2m on medical 
equipment. This position is being closely managed. 
The forecast outturn was reviewed which indicates that the Trust will achieve the 
Control Total, although the final month and particularly the activity level is critical.   
The Draft Operation Plan for 2018/19 was reviewed and approved and this will 
come to full Board as part of the overall plan for next year.  It was noted that the 
Trust will work towards the Control Total of £8.7m, with a CIP requirement of £8m. 

Board For information 
and Assurance 

2.  Capital Plan The committee received and signed of the proposed capital plan for 2018/19 
which will come to Board as part of the full Operational Plan for 2018/19. 

Board For information 
and Assurance 

3.  CIP 
The Cost Improvement Programme reported savings of £728,451 in Month 11 
against planned savings of £822,935 which is an under achievement of £94,484 
in month. This under achievement still leaves a positive variance year to date of 
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Log 
Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving Body, 
i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 
£545,875 against planned savings of £6,940,919. The overall Programme 
forecast position has increased from £8.14m last month to £8.27m this month. 
This is a positive variance of £466,266 against the plan of £7.8m. There are now 
81 schemes in the Programme. In terms of maturity, £8.2m of schemes (99% of 
the Programme) are at full maturity. The recurrency ratio has increased this 
month, moving from 60% to 66% recurrent against the CIP target of £7.8m. 
The Trust will undoubtedly meet its target and it was pointed out that we will likely 
be the only Trust in the South Yorkshire & Bassetlaw ICS that will achieve their 
2017/18 cost improvement target. The group were thanked for their efforts. 
In terms of 2018/19 the overall target has been revised down from £9m to £7.94m 
due to a reduced control target. This has resulted in a £1.485m target for CBUs 1 
to 3 and a £1.985m target for CBU4. The remaining £1.5m has been assigned to 
BFS. CBU leads were questioned about this approach and were happy that it was 
the right approach for them. The forecast position against target is currently 
£3,599,950 which leaves a deficit of £4,340,050 to be found. This was sense 
checked against last year in terms of value of schemes in the Programme and is 
virtually the same, however we have more savings forecast to come in within the 
first three months than we did last year which is a better position than 2017/18. 
There are 59 schemes within the 2018/19 programme. Of these schemes, 14 are 
at full maturity, with a value of £3,240,950. In terms of Programme Development 
further schemes have been identified and are being worked up. The CIP group 
had reviewed the forecast for the first three months of the Programme and had 
agreed that the Trust will likely hit plan but that more schemes were required to 
bolster the Programme and meet the upwardly phased plan for August onwards. 
The next steps are that the 2018/19 schemes will be worked up at pace and more 
detailed plans are to be presented back to the next CIP Steering Group in March 
and then to F&P and new opportunities will be evaluated and worked up at pace. 

 
 
 
 
 

Board 

 
 
 
 
 
For information 
and Assurance 
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Log 
Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving Body, 
i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 

4.  IPR 

The committee reviewed the IPR focusing on the key performance indicators 
around patient access, people and finance. In terms of patient access February 
has continued the existing extremely challenging environment for the ED with the 
4 hour target only achieving 89.9% meaning the quarter is 87.7% and year to date 
the Trust is at 90.4%. Escalation capacity has been put in across the board with 3 
wards fully open and elective capacity utilised. There is a plan in place to 
reestablish and ring fence elective capacity as this is affecting the Trust financially 
but recent poor weather has had a major impact. BHNFT continues to deliver the 
92% incomplete pathway standard for RTT. Challenges remain in Ophthalmology 
and Dermatology; this is being managed within the specialties. Both specialties 
have robust plans in place with regular executive team oversight. Significant 
pressure in non-elective demand has placed a challenge in delivering core 
elective capacity in Orthopaedics due to lack if inpatient capacity since late 
December, with an emerging risk around individual specialty delivery of the 18 
week standard. Strong delivery of cancer standards, especially the 62 referral to 
treatment time have been maintained in excess of the constitutional standard with 
considerable improvement in the 38 day inter-provider standard in month. 
Access standards for diagnostic services in less than 6 weeks have also been 
maintained.There has been ongoing strong delivery of cancer access standards, 
especially the 62 referral to treatment time which has been maintained in excess 
of the constitutional standard. 18 week referral to treatment standards have been 
maintained in January along with access to all diagnostic services. 
In terms of People sickness absence continues to be an issue and all CBUs are in 
a red position except Corporate Services which is in amber. The CBU breakdown 
is as follows; CBU1 5.3%, CBU2 5.26%, CBU3 4.2%, CBU4 3.89%   The overall 
rate has come down to 4.64% in month and the Trust overall sickness absence 
rate for the year to date is 4.1%. Staff turnover for the year to date has now been 
adjusted for BFS transfers an 9.2%. Mandatory training compliance is at 87.6%. 
The committee commented on the lack of an HR dashboard as the old one had 
been discontinued and the new one wasn’t ready.  

Board For information 
and Assurance 
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Log 
Ref Agenda Item Issue and Lead Officer 

Receiving Body, 
i.e. Board or 
Committee 

Recommendation/ 
Assurance/ 
mandate to 

receiving body 

5.  
Apprenticeship
s 

At the end of the first year of the apprenticeship levy the Trust has 71 apprentices 
in post mainly in business and administrative roles, total projected spend for 17/18 
is £43,8166. Payments for training are deducted monthly for the duration of the 
training. 
We are now seeing an increase in higher and degree level apprenticeship 
standards  being released and this provides opportunities for the Trust to support 
new roles, fill vacant roles and to upskill our existing staff. In 18/19 we are 
expecting a nurse associate cohort, learners accessing the OU undergraduate 
nurse apprenticeship scheme, a third cohort of the theatre band 4 project and 
portering apprentices, if these learners come to fruition and we then add our 
continuing learners we would need to commit £270,000 out of the levy for 18/19, 
and £195,000 for 19/20. 
The workforce planning group will provide us with the Trust’s requirements for 
future apprenticeships and all study leave applications are monitored to identify 
any that can utilise levy funding. 

Board For information 
and Assurance 

6.  
Gender Pay 
Gap Report 

The committee received an amended report on the gender pay gap as regulations 
require us to report and publish certain information. It was missing the 
benchmarking information in the previous report so will come to Board with that 
information included.  

Board 

For Assurance 
and 
Recommendatio
n 

7.  
Corporate Risk 
Register/BAF 

Both the BAF and Corporate Risk Register were reviewed and a number of 
amends agreed. Board For Information 

and Assurance 
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SUBJECT:   Integrated Performance Report 

DATE:          March 2018  

PURPOSE:  
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For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Ben Brewis – Deputy Director of Operations 

SPONSORED BY: Bob Kirton – Chief of Delivery 

PRESENTED BY: Ben Brewis – Deputy Director of Operations 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

Strategic Objective 4 – Performance Matters 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Patient Access: 

 
Access to care at BHNFT remains a strength. Clinical and operational teams are focused on maintaining 
patient flow in order to support 4 hour access and patient safety during the continuation of seasonal 
pressures. The 4 hour access standard has not been met. Non-elective demand for medicine and surgery 
remains high with abnormal severe peaks in demand associated with inclement weather during late 
February and early March. The Trust has a planned high escalation status in place, senior operational 
teams remain on site until 2200 each day with additional medical, nursing and operational support in place 
at weekends to maintain patient safety and recover the operational position. This will be in place 
throughout March and April. 
 
BHNFT continues to deliver the 92% incomplete pathway standard for RTT. Challenges remain in 
Ophthalmology and Dermatology; this is being managed within the specialties. Both specialties have 
robust plans in place with regular executive team oversight. Significant pressure in non-elective demand 
has placed a challenge in delivering core elective capacity in Orthopaedics due to lack if inpatient capacity 
since late December, with an emerging risk around individual specialty delivery of the 18 week standard. 4 
hour emergency access remains a priority for improvement with a significant level of clinical and 
operational resource diverted to delivering 4 hour access and robust patient flow. 
 
Strong delivery of cancer standards, especially the 62 referral to treatment time have been maintained in 
excess of the constitutional standard with considerable improvement in the 38 day inter-provider standard 
in month. 
 
Access standards for diagnostic services in less than 6 weeks have also been maintained. 
 
Quality of Care: 
 
The quality of care that patients receive across the domains of patient safety, patient experience and 
clinical effectiveness continues to be monitored through a number of metrics. The increased number of 
beds that the trust currently has open in order to safely and effectively manage non elective demand 
means that nurse staffing is challenging and is monitored on a regular basis throughout the day. We have 
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seen a rise in harms such as hospital acquired pressure ulcers, falls with harm and rates of clostridium 
difficile but these are robustly reviewed and a rapid improvement cycle implemented. 
 
People: 
 
Sickness: All CBUs have sickness rates higher than is being targeted. Corporate Services only narrowly 
missed the standard. The CBU breakdown is as follows; CBU1: 5.3%, CBU2: 5.26%, CBU3: 4.2%, 
Corporate Services: 3.89%  
 
Mandatory Training  - The CBU breakdown is as follows; Corporate Services 88%, CBU1 84.4%, CBU2 
88.8%, CBU3 91%.    
  
Appraisals (Medical) Full compliance at 96.8% 
 
Appraisals (Non Medical) Full compliance at 91.7% 
 
Staff Turnover: The cumulative turnover figure (including the BFS TUPE transfer) is 15.37%.  All CBUs 
are within target range except CBU3 which is 13.58% 
 
Finance: 
 
The Trust has a consolidated year to date deficit position which is £5k favourable to plan.  
 
Clinical income is £3.26m ahead of plan, although the activity mix is varied. Planned Sustainability and 
Transformation funding has not been realised in month or previous quarter due to the ED target being off 
trajectory.   
 
CIP delivery for month 11 is ahead of plan by £0.57m.  
 
Loan funding of £11.1m has been drawn year to date. The Trust received £0.7m in loan funding from the 
Department of Health in February. 
 
Capital expenditure is £0.3m adverse to plan.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
The Board is asked to receive and endorse the latest IPR and the proposed approach to 
continually improving the document over the coming months 
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Capital Plan

The Trust has a consolidated year to date deficit position which is £5k favourable to plan. 

Clinical income is £3.26m ahead of plan, although the activity mix is varied. Planned Sustainability and Transformation funding has not been realised in month or previous

quarter due to the ED target being off trajectory.  

CIP delivery for month 11 is ahead of plan by £0.57m. 

Loan funding of £11.1m has been drawn year to date. The Trust received £0.7m in loan funding from the Department of Health in February.

Capital expenditure is £0.3m adverse to plan.  

Sickness  - All CBUs are in a red position except Corporate Services which is in amber. The CBU breakdown is as follows; CBU1 5.3%, CBU2 5.26%, CBU3 4.2%, CBU4 3.89% 

Mandatory Training  - The CBU breakdown is as follows; Corporate Services 88%, CBU1 84.4%, CBU2 88.8%, CBU3 91%   

 

Appraisals Medical   - Full compliance at 96.8%

Appraisals Non Medical  - Full compliance at 91.7%

Staff Turnover   - The cumulative turnover figure (excluding the BFS TUPE transfer) is 9.5%.  All CBUs are within target range except CBU3 which is 13.58%

18wks Referral To Treatment
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4hr Emergency Access

Planned Cash Position

Planned Financial Position 

Income

Cost Improvement Programme

62 day cancer standard

Diagnostic Waits

Sickness Absence

Mandatory Training

Staff Turnover

Staff Appraisal Rates

Access to care at BHNFT remains strong. All teams remain focused on maintaining patient flow in order to support 4 hour access and patient safety during the continuation of

seasonal pressures. The 4 hour access standard has not been met. Non-elective demand for medicine and surgery remains high with abnormal severe peaks in demand

associated with inclement weather during late February and early March. The Trust has a planned high escalation status in place, senior operational teams remain on site until

2200 each day with additional medical, nursing and operational support in place at weekends to maintain patient safety and recover the operational position. This will be in

place throughout March and April.

BHNFT continues to deliver the 92% incomplete pathway standard for RTT. Challenges remain in Ophthalmology and Dermatology, this is being managed within the specialties.

Ophthalmology linked to unexpected medical staffing shortfalls and Dermatology linked to a long-standing challenge in recruiting to senior medical vacancies. Both specialties

have robust plans in place with regular executive team oversight. Significant pressure in non-elective demand has placed a challenge in delivering core elective capacity in

Orthopaedics due to lack if inpatient capacity since late December, with an emerging risk around individual specialty delivery of the 18 week standard. 4 hour emergency access

remains a priority for improvement with a significant level of clinical and operational resource diverted to delivering 4 hour access and robust patient flow.

Strong delivery of cancer standards, especially the 62 referral to treatment time have been maintained in excess of the constitutional standard with considerable improvement

in the 38 day inter-provider standard in month.

Access standards for diagnostic services in less than 6 weeks have also been maintained.

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

BHNFT At-a-Glance 
February 2018 
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The quality of care that patients receive across the domains of patient safety, patient experience and clinical effectiveness continues to be monitored through a number of metrics. The increased number of beds that the trust currently has open means that nurse staffing is

challenging and is monitored on a regular basis throughout the day. We have seen a rise in harms such as hospital acquired pressure ulcers, falls with harm and C Diff but these are robustly reviewed and a rapid improvement cycle implemented.

Two medication incident resulting in harm

• Medication incident resulting in low harm in pharmacy OPD.  

• Medication incident resulting in low harm on the chemotherapy unit. 

Three incidents resulting in severe harm

• Hospital acquired grade 4 pressure ulcer.  

• Unwitnessed fall on the Acute Stroke Unit; patient sustained a fractured neck of femur.

• Patient admitted to Surgical Admissions via a GP direct admission: delayed diagnosis of metastatic spinal cord compression

Three incidents resulting in death

• Unwitnessed fall in the Emergency Department

• Maternal death in the Emergency Department 

• Unwitnessed fall on AMU

The SIs reported in February are as follows 

• 2018/3927 – Avoidable grade 3 pressure ulcer 

• 2018/5231 – Maternal death 

• 2018/4617 – Sub-optimal care of deteriorating patient

• 2018/3341 – Delay in treatment; patient had a cardiac arrest 

• 2018/3342 – Surgical/invasive procedure; perforated/obstructed bowel

Pressure Ulcers

Of the four hospital acquired grade 3 pressure ulcer RCA investigations in February, one incident has been confirmed avoidable, one unavoidable and two investigations are on-going, due to be presented at the PU and Falls Forum on 15th March. 

Of the twelve hospital acquired grade 2 pressure ulcers this month, five have been deemed avoidable, with two investigations still on-going, and again, due to be presented at the PU and Falls Forum on 15th March.

The ward 33/34 Tissue Viability action plan is on-going and being monitored through the CBU Governance structure. A robust RCA action plan has been developed by the Lead Nurse/Matron for ward 29 following the grade 3 incident.

As the escalation beds remain open, and with the acuity of patients still extremely high, the Tissue Viability team continue to support Trust staff in pressure ulcer prevention and reducing avoidable harm, targeting training where possible on the high risk and escalation areas. 

Falls 

During the period 1st- 28th February 2018, there were 72 inpatient falls reported and this includes 13 repeat falls. The majority of falls resulted in no harm or low harm. There were four falls incident that resulted moderate harm or above, a Root Cause Analysis (RCA) for all four

incidents are due to be presented at the Falls Forum in March. 

 

FYTD the total number of inpatient falls is 769, and the total number of falls incidents resulting in moderate harm or above is 29.  Reporting systems are in place to ensure appropriate actions are taken for avoidable falls, and any learning from falls incidents is shared Trust wide.

 

Patient 

Safety

Patient 

Experience

Clinical 

Effectiveness
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Domain KPI Target
Target 

(Month)
Set By Current Qtr. Year to Date Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18

Dementia - Find/Assess 90% (>) National 91.9% 90.7% 98.2% 90.4% 92.2% 93.6% 92.4% 88.3% 87.2% 89.5% 96.5% 87.4% 87.7% 91.9%

Dementia - Investigate 90% (>) National 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Dementia - Refer 90% (>) National 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% - 100% 100% 100% 100%

Falls 785 (<) 65 BHNFT 152 766 55 76 58 61 59 52 55 64 90 82 93 80 72

Multiple Falls n/a BHNFT 35 166 12 18 8 8 13 8 13 14 24 17 26 22 13

Falls resulting in moderate harm or above 20 (<) 1 BHNFT 7 29 0 0 2 3 4 1 0 2 3 1 6 3 4

Hand washing 95% (>) National 99.9% 99.4% 99.5% 99.9% 99.7% 99.4% 99.9% 98.7% 97.1% 99.8% 99.8% 99.9% 99.7% 99.9% 100%

Pressure Ulcers Grade 3 & 4 (Avoidable) 0 0 BHNFT 4 11 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 0 0 2 0 3 1

Pressure Ulcers Grade 2 (Avoidable) 0 0 BHNFT 8 25 2 3 2 2 4 1 2 0 0 3 3 4 4

Hospital Acquired Clostridium Difficile 13 (<) 1 NHSE 5 10 3 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 2 3

MRSA Bacteraemia 0 0 NHSE 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

MSSA 0 0 NHSE 0 10 0 0 1 0 0 2 1 1 2 2 1 0 0

E.coli 0 0 NHSE 4 15 1 0 0 0 2 2 1 1 2 1 2 3 1

Q - Never Events - Reported in Month 0 0 NHSE 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

Q - Serious Incidents - NHSE 12 56 10 6 7 5 6 7 3 5 7 3 1 7 5

Q - Total Number of Incidents Resulting in Death 0 0 National 5 9 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 2 3

Q - Total Number of Incidents Resulting in Severe Harm 0 0 National 5 19 1 1 3 3 2 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 4

Q - Percentage of Incidents Causing Harm 28% (<) BHNFT 10.2% 7.9% 8.0% 8.0% 9.3% 4.8% 7.3% 5.2% 5.6% 5.2% 9.9% 9.3% 10.3% 8.7% 11.6%

Q - Total (All) 7400 (>) 617 BHNFT 1513 7153 625 589 570 666 614 574 607 574 705 669 661 847 666

Q - FFT Positivity Rates - ED
G >87.5%, A >=82.5%-87.5%, R 

<82.5% (> )
BHNFT 90% 86.1% 87.1% 88.8% 79.8% 84.3% 83.9% 82.3% 86.6% 90% 86.5% 85.7% 85.6% 90.5% 89.4%

Q - FFT Positivity Rates - IP
G >87.5%, A >=82.5%-87.5%, R 

<82.5% (> )
BHNFT 97% 97.1% 97.9% 98.4% 97.2% 97.6% 96.8% 96.1% 99.1% 96.2% 96.9% 97.1% 97.5% 95.8% 98.4%

Q - FFT Positivity Rates - OP
G >87.5%, A >=82.5%-87.5%, R 

<82.5% (> )
BHNFT 95.5% 95.3% 95.7% 95.5% 92.9% 95.3% 95.2% 95.5% 95.5% 96.4% 94.5% 94.9% 96.5% 95.9% 95%

Q - FFT Positivity Rates - MAT
G >87.5%, A >=82.5%-87.5%, R 

<82.5% (> )
BHNFT 97.3% 98% 98.4% 98.5% 97.9% 99.5% 97.3% 99.6% 95.3% 98% 97.5% 99.2% 98.5% 96.5% 98.2%

Q - Complaints closed within target % G >90%, A >=70%-90%, R <70% (>) BHNFT 90.9% 91.6% 78.3% 90.9% 83.3% 93.3% 92.3% 94.7% 95.8% 94.7% 88.9% 94.4% 87% 93.3% 88.9%

Single Sex Breaches 0 0 National 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q - Duty of Candour Breaches 0 0 National 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

VTE Screening Compliance 95% (>) NHSE 96.8% 92.1% 79.2% 79% 78.7% 86.6% 86% 86.9% 91.6% 93.2% 98.5% 98.8% 97.8% 98.2% 95.2%

Recorded Medication Incidents 400 (<) 33 National 66 328 45 37 32 34 21 33 31 38 28 24 21 30 36

Recorded Medication Errors - Causing harm 10 (<) 1 National 7 19 4 1 3 1 1 1 1 3 1 0 1 4 6

Q - HSMR (Rolling 12 months) Latest Data is December 2017 100 (<) 100 (<) National 95 94 95 95 95 95 93 94 94 93 93 92 91

Crude Mortality - 96 87 68 80 98 75 70 71 83 94 113 124 125

SHMI (Rolling 12 months) Latest Data is September 2017 105 (<) 105 (<) National 100.4 99 102 100 101

Q - HSMR (Financial Year to date) - April 17 - December 2017 100 (<) 100 (<) 80 92 94 95 93 84 84 81 83 83 82 84 86 87

RAG Description

RED Failed Target

AMBER  
Failed by <5% (This tolerance does not apply to Cancer & A&E targets 

which will be RED if the target is not achieved)

GREEN Achieved Target

< Less Is Good 

> More is good

Q KPI is in the Quality Schedule 

Patient 

Experience

Clinical 

Effectiveness

Quality Performance Scorecard

Patient Safety

Patients will experience safe care
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Domain KPI Target
Target 

(Month)
Set By Current Qtr.  Year to Date Feb-17 Mar-17 Apr-17 May-17 Jun-17 Jul-17 Aug-17 Sep-17 Oct-17 Nov-17 Dec-17 Jan-18 Feb-18

Staff Turnover (Rolling 12 months) G <=10%, A >10%-11%, R >11% (<) BHNFT 9.5% 9.2% 8.8% 8.9% 8.9% 9.2% 9.3% 9.2% 9.3% 9.1% 9.2% 9.1% 9.0% 9.5%

Appraisals G >90%, A >=70%-90%, R <70% (>) BHNFT 93.1% 75.6% 93.0% 92.9% 11.7% 31.3% 87.1% 94.4% 94.7% 81.8% 93.7% 92.7% 92.9% 0.0%

Mandatory Training G >90%, A >=85%-90%, R <85% (>) BHNFT 87.9% 87.6% 86.7% 87.7% 88% 88.2% 88.5% 87.7% 87% 87% 87.1% 87.1% 86.9% 87.7%

Sickness Absence
G <=3.75%, A >3.75%-4.25%, R >4.25% 

(<)
BHNFT 5.2% 4.1% 4.4% 4.1% 3.8% 3.5% 3.7% 4% 3.6% 3.9% 4.3% 4.7% 5.1% 5.8%

RTT Incomplete Pathways (January 2018) 92% (>) National 92% 91.8% 93.1% 92.8% 90% 91.4% 92.3% 92.2% 92.1% 92.1% 92.1% 92% 92.0% 92.1%

Q - Cancer 2 Week Waits 93% (>) National 96.3% 95.8% 95.4% 95.9% 95.0% 95.8% 94.2% 96.3% 95.8% 95.9% 95.5% 96.6% 96.7% 96.2%

Q - Symptomatic Breast 2 Week Waits 93% (>) National 98.7% 95.7% 95.3% 95.4% 94.6% 97.2% 90.3% 89% 94.7% 97.6% 100% 97.8% 98.5% 99.1%

Q - 31 Day - 1st Definitive Treatment 96% (>) National 99.1% 99.3% 95.2% 98.4% 100% 98.4% 100% 100% 98.5% 100% 100% 98.7% 98.6% 98.8%

Q - 31 Day - Subsequent Treatment (Surgery) 94% (>) National 100% 100% 100% 89% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Q - 31 Day - Subsequent Treatment (Chemotherapy) 98% (>) National 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Q - 38 Day - Inter-Provider Transfer 85% (>) BHNFT 81.8% 83.8% 91.3% 76.3% 81.1% 87.8% 88.9% 94.9% 86.7% 80% 81% 87.5% 75% 63.6% 84.8%

Q - 62 Day - GP Referral to Treatment 85% (>) National 91.2% 91.8% 86.7% 87.2% 93.5% 88.4% 92.9% 93.1% 92.6% 100% 93.2% 91.1% 89.2% 89.5%

Q - 62 Day - Screening Referral to Treatment 90% (>) National 88.9% 91.8% 93.3% 100% 100% 88.2% 88.9% 100% 85.7% 100% 92.3% 100% 75% 88.2%

Q - 62 Day - Consultant Upgrade to Treatment 85% (>) BHNFT 93.3% 88.7% 85.7% 69.2% 90% 87.5% 66.7% 81.8% 90.9% 86.7% 85.7% 100% 100% 100%

Emergency % Patients Waiting <4 Hours 95% (>) National 87.7% 90.4% 85% 92.5% 89% 91.1% 91.8% 95.2% 92.5% 94.6% 87.6% 92.2% 85.9% 85.5% 89.9%

Average Length of Stay - Elective (Episode) G <=2.42, A >2.42-2.67, R >2.67 (<) BHNFT 2.41 2.49 2.48 2.44 2.52 2.48 2.15 2.66 2.89 2.29 2.16 2.72 2.76 2.28 2.53

Average Length of Stay - Non-Elective (Episode) G <=3.44, A >3.44-3.69, R >3.69 (<) BHNFT 2.75 2.56 2.54 2.56 2.33 2.38 2.25 3.29 2.29 2.34 2.39 2.59 2.81 2.74 2.75

Re-admissions % 9% BHNFT 9.1% 9.3% 9.8% 8.7% 9.9% 9.6% 10.1% 9.9% 8.6% 8.6% 9.1% 8.1% 9.4%

Cancelled Operations - Breaches of the 28 day rule 0 0 National 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cancelled Operations - Sitrep Reportable 0.8% BHNFT 0.6% 0.6% 0.8% 0.9% 1.1% 0.4% 0.7% 0.3% 0.6% 0.7% 1.0% 0.5% 0.5% 0.4% 0.8%

DNA Outpatient DNA Rates G <=8%, A >8%-10%, R >10% (<) BHNFT 7.5% 8.1% 7.7% 7.9% 7.7% 8.1% 8.9% 9.3% 8.2% 9.0% 7.8% 7.5% 7.8% 7.8% 7.1%

RAG Description

RED Failed Target

AMBER  
Failed by <5% (This tolerance does not apply to Cancer & A&E targets 

which will be RED if the target is not achieved)

GREEN Achieved Target

< Less Is Good 

> More is good

Q KPI is in the Quality Schedule 

NOTE: National Indicators such as Cancer, RTT, Cancelled Ops, etc. are considered as being either Achieved or Failed.  These are therefore RAG rated as Green or Red.

All other indicators are classed as Achieved or Failed with the exception of all Workforce KPIs, Average Length of Stay & DNA rates which detail the tolerances applied in the Target column.

Operational 

Efficiency

Elective Access

Cancer

Performance matters - Key Performance Indicators

People will be proud to work for us

Workforce

People and Patient Access Scorecard
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Patients will experience safe care (Quality & Experience)

Nursing Staffing Fill Rate (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

14 100% 100% 100% 100% 3.1 1.6 4.7 Registered Nurses

17 84.1% 95.3% 100% 84.4% 2.8 2.4 5.2 Registered Midwives

18 76.8% 85.9% 76.1% 182.1% 3.3 2.6 5.9 Unregistered health care/midwifery care assistants

19/20 73% 87% 107% 102.4% 2.4 4.1 6.6 Unregistered nursing/midwifery auxiliaries.

AMU 68% 78% 90.4% 93.8% 3.3 2.1 5.5

Acute 
Stroke 77.5% 77.2% 100.0% 96.4% 2.4 3.8 6.2

24 87.7% 102.6% 103.6% 124.8% 4.2 3.8 8.0

21 86.2% 70.2% 101.8% 96.1% 2.2 2.1 4.4

ISU 80.9% 96.5% 101.8% 97.2% 2.9 3.2 6.0

33/34 77.5% 91.2% 94.6% 116.5% 3.6 3.3 6.9

ITU 96.7% 112.9% 101.1% - 30.6 2.7 33.4

SHDU 102.6% 40.7% 101.5% - 16.9 2.1 19.0

CCU 92.5% 69.9% 98.1% - 10.3 1.2 11.5

AN/PN 100.6% 90.3% 98.2% 103.1% 6.2 2.4 8.6

Birthing 
Centre 96.7% 89.8% 98.5% 100% 32.1 5.3 37.4

37 100% 100% 100% - 6.6 1.1 7.7

15 95.8% 100% 98.3% 96% 7.9 2.0 9.9

Diabetes/
Endo 64.7% 78.6% 101.8% 114.2% 2.5 2.8 5.3

This allows for contingency plans to be made where the roster identifies that the 

planned staffing falls short of the minimum requirement, for example where there 

are vacant nursing posts or staff appointed have not started in post.  These 

contingency plans can include:  moving staff from a shift which is above the 

minimum required level, moving staff from another ward/area which is above the 

minimum required level, or the use of flexible/temporary staffing from the Trust’s 

internal bank or via an external nursing agency.

There are 6 wards this month with a fill rate of less than 80% for registered staff on 

day shift. Five are the same as reported last month with ward 33/34 reducing to less 

than 80% this month and  ward 14 increasing to 100% .  On a night shift there is 1 

wards with staffing below 80%, ward 18 this is the same as last month however the 

care staffing for nights on this ward is 182%. There has been an increase in the 

number of winter escalation beds open over the last month has an impact on all 

wards as they are supporting these areas. The trust continues to use bank and 

agency staff as appropriate to support the wards but has seen an increase in usage 

this month to maintain patient safety across the extra capacity. Harms are 

monitored however we have seen an increase in both pressure ulcers and falls this 

month, robust systems are in place to monitor and act on this.

320 - CARDIOLOGY

The Trust uses an e-rostering system with duty rosters created eight weeks in advance 

to ensure the levels and skill mix of the nursing staff on duty are appropriate for 

providing safe and effective care. 

Ave fill rate 

Care staff (%)

340 - RESPIRATORY MEDICINE

430 - GERIATRIC MEDICINE

502 - GYNAECOLOGY

BHNFT is committed to ensuring that levels of nursing staff, match the acuity and 

dependency needs of patients in order to provide safe and effective care. Nurse 

staffing includes:

300 - GENERAL MEDICINE

Care Staff

370 - MEDICAL ONCOLOGY

301 - GASTROENTEROLOGY

100 - GENERAL SURGERY

192 - CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE

422- NEONATOLOGY

Ave fill rate 

Care staff 

(%)

Registered 

Nurses/Midwi

ves

Overall

A monthly nurse staffing paper is presented to the Quality and Governance 

Committee. This paper presents in depth information on all aspects of nurse staffing 

including; vacancies, bank and agency usage, risk areas and mitigation of risk. The 

paper also triangulates nursing staffing against a heat map of harm. There is a full 

discussion at each meeting regarding this paper.

Ward 

name

Ave fill rate 

Registered

Night Care Hours Per Patient

Specialty
Ave fill rate 

Registered
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307 - DIABETIC MEDICINE

300 - GENERAL MEDICINE

320 - CARDIOLOGY

420 - PAEDIATRICS

110 - TRAUMA & 
ORTHOPAEDICS

192 - CRITICAL CARE 
MEDICINE

501 - OBSTETRICS

501 - OBSTETRICS

Day
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1 2 3 5 17 18 19 20 # 22

People - At-a-glance

Target  Actual Month

YTD Feb-18 YTD Trend Status

Workforce (Quality Strategy - Goal 4: Building on Capacity and Capability)

Sickness Absence Rate 3.75% 4.64% 4.1% ↓

Staff Turnover (BHNFT Only) 10% 9.5% 9.2% ↓

Staff Turnover (BFS Only) 10% 7.5% 6.3% ↑

Mandatory Training 90% 88.1% 87.6% ↔

Appraisal Rates - Medical 90% 96.8% 98.3% ↑ 97.40%

Appraisal Rates - Non Medical 90% 91.7% 79.9% ↓ 92.30%

People

Trend arrows relates to improving (Good) or worsening (Bad) performance not the change in the numerical value comparing last month 

to this month .

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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People - At-a-glance

Awaiting Graph 
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People - At-a-glance
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
Operational Efficiency
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Diagnostics

Emergency Access and Patient Flow (1)

Period 17/18 Actual

Q1 90.69%

Q2 94.15%

Q4 88.52%

Q4* 87.66%92%

*The Trust is required to deliver 4hr Emergency Access at  95% for March 2018.
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Clinical and operational teams remain focused on continued action to mitigate the

impact of seasonal pressure on patient access, predominantly for emergency

patients. 

Actions Include:

-On-going implementation of organisational 9 steps

- increased focus during early March on patients in escalation areas in order to drive

a reduction on bed occupancy

- A&E Delivery meeting focusing on multiple small improvements across all

operational and clinical teams every Thursday morning

- Planned silver command escalation in place throughout March until post Easter BH

weekend

- Reduced Elective workload in order to support NEL pressures.

- On-going engagement with LHE partners at A&E Delivery board

- Engagement with regional partners – EMS system now in place

- Re-launch of the long length of stay/stranded patient meeting during March 2018. ST
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Diagnostic Tests over 6 Weeks 

Target Actual % 1718

Diagnostic tests over 6 weeks target is  <1% 

80%

85%

90%

95%

Q1 Q2 Q4 Q4*
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
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Emergency Access and Patient Flow (2)

A&E benchmarking 
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
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Emergency Access and Patient Flow (3)
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
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Emergency Access and Patient Flow (4)
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
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Regulatory Performance - 18 Week Referral to Treatment

As stated 

RTT 18 Week Performance - January 2018
Validated Position

Comments
Specialty <18 >18 Total %

General Surgery 1418 101 1519 93.4%
Urology 761 52 813 93.6%
Trauma & Orthopaedics 1499 125 1624 92.3%
ENT 1050 40 1090 96.3%
Oral Surgery 958 47 1005 95.3%
Ophthalmology 1605 266 1871 85.8%
General Medicine 93 7 100 93%
Gastroenterology 560 3 563 99.5%
Cardiology 502 12 514 97.7%
Dermatology 606 215 821 73.8%
Respiratory 311 4 315 98.7%
Rheumatology 305 11 316 96.5%
Geriatric Medicine 210 1 211 99.5%
Gynaecology 705 47 752 93.8%
Other 787 44 831 94.7%
Total 11370 975 12345 92.1%
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Incompletes - Target 92%
RTT performance continues to achieve in excess of the national standard. 

Ophthalmology failed to achieve the target due to challenges with sickness within medical staffing. Plans

are in place to appointment Locum consultant in March to increase capacity. 

Dermatology’s action plan includes:

1) Planned weekend sessions by 2 Locum Consultants, one with a Paediatric interest over Q4.

2) Planned ad hoc weekly sessions by an oversees Consultant.

3) Continued recruitment of GPs with a specialist interest.

4) Vetting of all referrals by Dr Baxter.

5) Paper to ET re alternative model of service delivery. Dermatology has seen an improvement in

performance compliance of 8% from January (73.6%) to February (80.7%).   

All cancer pathway and clinically urgent elective surgery remains scheduled and is being delivered. A

challenge remains in maintaining sufficient capacity to deliver Elective surgery, particularly in

Orthopaedics where ring-fenced capacity requirements exist. CBU2 teams are in the process of drawing up

and implementing plans for the provision of additional capacity in order to ensure timely access for

patients who are due procedures and in order to manage the 18 week RTT access standard.
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Performance Matters (KPIs)
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Regulatory Performance - Cancer
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62 Day - Urgent GP Referral to Treatment 
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62 Day - Screening Programme 

Actual Target
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62 Day - Consultant Upgrades 

Actual Target
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Performance Matters (KPIs)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Regulatory Performance - Cancer

Graph to follow from Cancer services

Comments
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IPT data in February shows a significant improvement from the previous month. There is consistently more agreement with the tertiary centre of shared pathway IPT dates. However, the

impact of late referrals continues to adversely affect the Trust’s adjusted position; and whilst the Trust has maintained compliance overall with the 62 Day ‘GP referral to treatment’ target,

there is a continual need for early pathway improvements to achieve more sustained and enhanced pathway performance.

Prolonged pathways

There was 1 x prolonged pathway in January (> 100 days). Analysis reveals patient choice elements delaying pathway delivery. An RCA is underway to review impact on clinical outcome. No

detrimental impact on clinical outcome has been reported following the 2 x prolonged pathway reviews in December.
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Performance Matters
Activity

16/17 17/18 17/18

Actual Plan Actual Variance %

Elective Day cases 21,485 24,529 25,331 802 3%

Elective Inpatients 3,770 3,980 3,476 -504 -13%

Elective Total 25,255 28,509 28,807 298 1%

Non Elective 33,184 32,324 33,764 1440 4%

Maternity Pathway 5,563 6,022 5,930 -92 -2%

A&E Attendances 74,166 77,740 77,934 194 0%

Outpatients 224,098 317,823 300,538 -17285 -5%

* Please note excess bed days are not included in these figures. 2017/18 Activity Plan

2017/18 Activity Actual

2016/17 Outturn

2017/18 Activity Plan 2017/18 Activity Plan

2017/18 Activity Actual 2017/18 Activity Actual

2016/17 Outturn 2016/17 Outturn
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Obstetric outpatient attendances are excluded as they are covered by the Maternity Pathways
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Performance Matters
Activity

2017/18 Activity Plan 2017/18 Activity Plan

2017/18 Activity Actual 2017/18 Activity Actual

2016/17 Outturn 2016/17 Outturn

Comments:

2017/18 Activity Plan

2017/18 Activity Actual
2016/17 Outturn
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Main areas of underperformance are in Outpatients. Main area of over performance is Non-Elective Inpatients.

Outpatients:- areas of underperformance with the highest variances (against aggregated attendances and procedure plans) in 

Ophthalmology -2614, Dermatology -2438, Anticoagulant Service - 5650, General Surgery -2438, Gynaecology -1194, T&O 

Fracture -930 and Endocrinology -1241. Over performing are General Surgery Pre-Assessment 900, Physiotherapy 793, ENT 777 

and Gastro Pre-assessments 1040.                                                                                                                                

Non-Elective Inpatients:- Over performance is mainly due to Gynaecology, General Medicine & Paediatrics.
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Performance - "At a glance"

Month 

Plan

Month 

Actual

Variance 

%
Variance Plan YTD Actual YTD

Variance 

%
Variance

Month 

Plan

Month 

Actual
Variance % Variance

Plan 

YTD

Actual 

YTD

Variance 

%
Variance

ACTIVITY LEVELS (PROVISIONAL) £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Elective inpatients 348 247 -29.02% -101 3,980 3,476 -12.66% -504 EBITDA -188 -314 -67.02% -126 -4,460 -5,247 -17.65% -787

Day Cases 2,146 2,262 5.41% 116 24,529 25,331 3.27% 802 Depreciation -426 -412 3.29% 14 -4608 -4548 1.30% 60

Non-elective inpatients 2,971 3,127 5.25% 156 32,417 33,797 4.26% 1,380 Restructuring & Other -17 -8 52.94% 9 -187 583 411.76% 770

Outpatients 27,615 24,834 -10.07% -2,781 315,607 298,067 -5.56% -17,540 Financing Costs -124 -129 -4.03% -5 -1372 -1410 -2.77% -38

A&E 6,498 6,798 4.62% 300 77,740 77,934 0.25% 194 SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) -755 -863 -14.30% -108 -10,627 -10,622 0.05% 5

'Clinical' Activity

Other (excludes direct access tests) 7,922 8,060 1.74% 138 90,797 90,879 0.09% 82 SOFP £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Total activity 47,500 45,328 -4.57% -2,172 545,070 529,484 -2.86% -15,586 Capital Spend -542 -700 29.15% -158 -4,656 -4,354 -6.49% 302

Inventory 2,344 2,422 -3.33% -78

CIP £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 Receivables & Prepayments 11,827 17,099 -44.58% -5,272

Income 136 214 57.35% 78 1,064 1,849 73.78% 785 Payables -13,540 -15,250 12.63% 1,710

Pay 462 218 -52.81% -244 4,201 2,661 -36.66% -1,540 Accruals -6,925 -7,837 13.17% 912

Non-Pay 225 296 31.56% 71 1,675 2,977 77.73% 1,302 Deferred Income -511 -1,379 169.86% 868

Total CIP 823 728 -11.54% -95 6,940 7,487 7.88% 547

Cash & Loan Funding £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

INCOME £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 Cash 1,619 1,725 6.55% 106

Clinical (Activity) 10,170 10,379 2.06% 209 114,888 118,146 2.84% 3,258 Loan Funding 0 -658 -59,306 -58,887 0.71% 419

Other Clinical 3,515 4,358 23.98% 843 38,726 41,362 6.81% 2,636

CQUINS 299 355 18.73% 56 3,371 3,491 3.56% 120 KPIs

Risks & Penalties 0 -63 -63 0 -954 -954 EBITDA % -1.17% -1.81% 54.40% -0.64% -2.52% -2.89% -14.72% -0.37%

Non Recurrent Income 0 363 #DIV/0! 363 0 1,080 #DIV/0! 1,080 Deficit % -4.70% -4.97% -5.67% -0.27% -6.01% -5.86% 2.53% 0.15%

ST & T Funding 686 480 -30.03% -206 5,194 4,253 -18.12% -941 Receivable Days 21.9 31.7 -44.58% -9.8

Other 1,398 1,509 7.94% 111 14,688 13,999 -4.69% -689 Payable (excluding accruals) Days 66.5 74.9 12.63% 8.4

Total income 16,068 17,381 8.17% 1,313 176,867 181,377 2.55% 4,510 Payable (including accruals) Days 100.5 113.4 12.81% 13

Use of Resource metric 3 3 0.00% 0

OPERATING COSTS £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000 £'000

Pay -10,652 -12,020 -12.84% -1,368 -118,877 -124,667 -4.87% -5,790

Drugs -1,262 -1,425 -12.92% -163 -13,882 -14,387 -3.64% -505

Non-Pay -4,342 -4,250 2.12% 92 -48,568 -47,570 2.05% 998 Consolidated

Total Costs -16,256 -17,695 -8.85% -1,439 -181,327 -186,624 -2.92% -5,297 excl charity

Payable days are total op exps, less total pay, add back lead units and agency control total

Payables are Trade & Other only

Performance - Financial Overview Performance - Financial Overview

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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Performance Matters - Finance

February 2018 Summary

Summary Performance:

Patients Partnerships People Performance 

Commentary 
Key to RAG Rating 
 
The RAG rating applied to Variance % is based on the following criteria: 
• Green equating to 0% or greater 
• Amber behind plan by up to 5% 
• Red greater than 5% behind plan 

 
The key points derived from this table are as follows: 
 
• Total activity is adverse to plan year to date excluding Direct Access.  The main driver is underperformance on Outpatient  activity.  Elective activity is below plan ytd due to cancellation of 

procedures  for Winter pressures.  Direct Access tests were excluded from the Other activity because large variances in these figures skew the overall activity variance. 
 

• CIP achievement is favourable to plan by £0.57m. 
 

• Clinical activity based income is £3.26.58m favourable to plan before risks and penalties.  The main variances are outpatients income £2.17m adverse to plan, elective  and non elective 
income £4.65m favourable.  

• ST & T funding  has been accrued  less the A&E target /GP streaming element in the last 5 months.  Other income is  adverse to plan by £1.08m. 
 

• Operating costs are adverse to plan in total.  Pay is £5.79m adverse. 
 

• Non-pay costs total are £0.49m favourable to plan, which links to activity. 
 

• EBITDA is £0.79m below plan. 
 

• Depreciation, restructuring and finance costs are £0.79m favourable to plan in total.  
 

• The overall  deficit is  £0.005m favourable to plan 
 

• Capital expenditure is £0.30m adverse to plan. 
 

• Inventory is £0.08m above plan. 
 

• Total receivables incl. prepayments are £5.27m above plan. 
 

• Total payables incl. accruals are £2.62m adverse to plan. 
 

• Deferred income is £0.87m above plan. 
 

• Cash is £0.11m favourable to plan.   
 

• Debtor days are 31.7 year to date, which is  9.8 days adverse to plan. 
 

• Payable days are 74.9 year to date which is  8.4 days more than plan.  Payable days have been calculated  excluding accruals, because whilst accruals include certainties in respect of future 
payments, the timing of these payments is uncertain. 
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Performance Matters (Financial Overview)

Comments:

Clinical income per day - this is above plan for February 2018
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Income analysis - this graph analyses the split of income on a monthly basis and 

demonstrates the variability of clinical income.

Pay as a % of clinical income is ahead of plan for February 2018

Patients Partnerships People Performance  
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Performance Matters (Financial Overview)

Patients Partnerships People Performance  

Comments:

CIP is £0.55m ahead of plan at month 11.
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Agency monthly spend - Total agency spend ytd is £5.07m  Agency expenditure is 

reviewed in depth. 

Deficit  trend analysis - this graph highlights the gap between plan and actual at month 11.  

Currently the Trust deficit is £5k ahead of plan
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REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: BoD 18/3/P-12 

 

BoD Mar 2018: Chairman  
 

SUBJECT: CHAIRMAN’S REPORT 

DATE: MARCH 2018  

PURPOSE: 

 Tick as  
applicable   Tick as 

applicable 
 For decision/approval  Assurance  

For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy   

PREPARED BY: STEPHEN WRAGG, CHAIRMAN 

SPONSORED BY:  

PRESENTED BY: STEPHEN WRAGG, CHAIRMAN 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT  

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

 

RECOMMENDATION(S)  

The Board of Directors is asked to: 
a) receive, note and support this report  
b) invite and note any further reports on their activities from the wider Non Executive 

team. 
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BoD Mar 2018: Chairman  
 

Subject: CHAIRMAN’S REPORT Ref: BoD 18/3/P-12 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the work and activities 
undertaken as Trust Chairman over the past month and highlight a number of items of 
interest. 

1.2. The items reported are not shown in any order of priority. 

2. TRUST POSITION 

2.1. Our financial position continues to be managed through very tight controls of our costs 
and an increase in activity. It is imperative that we meet our control total for 2017/18 
and the final month of the financial year will be very challenging. 

2.2. Our record on patient safety continues to give confidence to the population of Barnsley 
and our key stakeholders that care will not be compromised and we will continue to 
improve our current position. This message should be constantly in people’s minds, 
whilst we are controlling our financial position, we will not compromise on quality of care 
and patient safety.  

2.3. We also continue to give confidence, in continually difficult circumstances, to our staff 
that the Trust is doing everything it can to improve patient experience and the quality of 
care our patients receive. Our hospital, it seems, is always very busy and it is important 
that we continue to recognise this, and the hard work our staff put in on a daily basis. 
We will also continue to pay tribute to all our staff for their valued work and their efforts 
to conceive new ideas to deliver better care.  

3. COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS 

3.1. The first Council of Governors general meeting took place on 14 February, where 
Governors discussed a number of issues and heard a presentation from Chief Delivery 
Officer Bob Kirton on the development of the Trust strategy for the next three years.  

3.2. Governors Quality and Governance sub-group met on 21 February, attended by Ros 
Moore and Philip Hudson where we discussed the latest reports from Board, but also 
agreed to revisit the schedule of meetings so that they were where more appropriate 
and timely. 

4. NEWS & EVENTS 

 
4.1. I was pleased to represent the Trust at a meeting of NHS Chairs from the North of 

England on 2 February, where I had been invited to present a talk on how BHNFT was 
doing so well in attracting applicants for our vacant posts. We also heard a number of 
useful presentations giving the most recent position of the NHS and calling on us to 
improve our operational and financial positions.  

4.2. The monthly meeting of the Working Together Partnership was held on 5 February, this 
meeting concentrated on the issues around provision of the HASU service as well as 
hearing the latest updates from the ICS leaders.  

4.3. On 7 February I visited Barnsley College to look at their offering to students who study 
Health and Social Care. I enjoyed the visit , which was hosted by our partner Governor 
Lee Pryor as the Principal didn’t arrive for the meeting. 
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4.4. On 9 February I was pleased to attend the launch of the next cohort of the Talent 
Management group. I was impressed with the content of the launch expertly organised 
by our OD team and the enthusiasm of the members of the cohort. 

4.5. Later on 9 February we hosted a VIP network event for the Tiny Hearts fundraisers and 
supporters, where we unveiled the detailed plans for the project, which is due to 
complete in the autumn. Lisa Calvert from the Hospital Charity should be congratulated 
on this event which was well received by the attendees and will build in the success of 
the Tiny Hearts appeal.  

4.6. I met with Marie Hoyle on 12 February as part of her induction to her new role as CEO 
of Barnsley Healthcare Federation. We had an excellent discussion and looked at 
where we can work together for the benefit of Barnsley people.  

4.7. On 13 February the CEO and I met with Will Cleary-Gray from the ICS to discuss our 
reflections on the process so far and make suggestions to use the learning to improve 
our path going forward.  

4.8. The CEO and I attended the Accountable Care Partnership Board meeting on 14 
February, which has been reported on already and there will be further verbal updates 
in this meeting.  

4.9. I met with Martin Havenhand, Chair of The Rotherham Foundation Trust on 15 
February to discuss progress from the agreements that we made in our Board to Board 
in December. Both of us re-iterated our resolve to work together to help each other 
deliver better care for our respective populations. 

4.10  Along with Lisa Calvert I met with the Barnsley East MP Stephanie Peacock to present   
our plans for the special care baby unit. 

4.11 During the month I have had the pleasure of presenting a number of Brilliant Awards 
throughout the Trust and meeting with prospective consultants who are looking to come 
and work in our organisation. 

5. BARNSLEY HOSPITAL CHARITY  

5.1. The generosity of local people and the support for our Charity continues unabated. The 
work done by the charity team is spreading our message throughout the borough and 
this has resulted in increasing in donations to the Charity, supporting the hospital to 
deliver its aims.  
 

5.2. TOTAL FEBRUARY 2018 
 

Donations excluding Tiny Hearts £12,229.71 
Donations Tiny Hearts  £6,147.83 
 
 
December Tiny Hearts Raised £621,423.84 
December Tiny Hearts Balance £584,103.21 
  
Also for your information our event dates and  additional third party organised events that we 
have going on are: 
  

 Big Hearts of Barnsley Raffle in aid of Tiny Hearts – Owner of Confetti Cones has 
engaged with lots of small local Barnsley Businesses to donate prizes and sell raffle 
tickets to the Big Hearts of Barnsley Raffle.  

 23rd March – Ilesha Choir Concert (St Pauls Church, Old Town) in aid of The Well 
 1st April       – White Bear (Kexborough) Easter Family Fun Day in aid of general funds 
 8th April      – Sheffield Half Marathon Pack page 60
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 21st April    – Waggon & Horses (Oxspring) Race Night 50% in aid of Tiny Hearts 
(50% World Challenge) 

 4th May      – Tour De Yorkshire Fundraising Day 
 6th May      – Tour De Yorkshire Sportiv Ride 
 11th May    – Wingwalk 
 11th May    – Oh What a Neet 2 (Barnsley Trades Club) in aid of Breast Care Unit 

 
 
 

    
 

Stephen Wragg 
CHAIRMAN 
March 2018 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: BoD/18/03/P-13 

 
SUBJECT:   CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT 

DATE:          March 2018  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable 

  Tick as 
applicable 

For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: Dr Richard Jenkins, Chief Executive 

SPONSORED BY: Dr Richard Jenkins, Chief Executive 

PRESENTED BY: Dr Richard Jenkins, Chief Executive 

 
To report particular events, meetings publications and decisions that the Chief Executive would 
like to bring to the Board’s attention. 

 
This report is a brief summary of key meetings and events attended by the Chief Executive. 

 
The Board of Directors is asked to receive and note this report. 
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Subject: CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S REPORT Ref: BoD 18/03/P-13    
 
1. STRATEGIC CONTEXT 
 

1.1 This report is intended to give a brief outline of some of the key activities undertaken   
as Chief Executive since the last meeting and highlight a number of items of interest. 
 

1.2 The items below are not reported in any order of priority. 
  

2. BARNSLEY ISSUES  
 
2.1 Care Quality Commission (CQC) 2017 Inspection 

 
2.1.1 The Trust's 2017 CQC inspection report was published on 14th March and 

rated the Trust 'Good' overall. This represents significant progress from the 
2015 inspection and reflects very well on the work the Trust's staff do for 
local people. A celebration for staff is planned in the next few weeks. The 
CQC have identified a number of areas in which we can make improvements 
and an action plan will be submitted to them by 10th April. All of the areas 
identified can be addressed relatively quickly.  

 
 2.2   Winter pressures 

 
2.2.1 Winter pressures had eased a little in late February but the severe cold 

weather was followed by sustained high demand through the Emergency 
Department and for admissions. This led to some very difficult days in terms 
of bed capacity and this had a knock on to the Emergency Care Standard. 
Improvements have been seen in the week commencing 13th March. 
Influenza cases have continued at a low level. Despite the pressures in 
February, the Trust ended at 89.9% for the month which was the 19th best 
performance in England (of 133 trusts).  

 
2.3  2017 Staff Survey 

 
2.3.1 The 2017 Staff Survey was published on 6th March. Overall, there has been 

some small improvement. Notable positive findings are that line 
management and team working have scored very well and there has been a 
very dramatic improvement in the experiences of BAME staff working in the 
Trust. The survey is very helpful in identifying areas that need more focus to 
improve staff experience. The findings will be presented to a Board 
Development Session and an action plan produced and implemented. Areas 
needing focus include appraisal effectiveness, nursing staff experience and 
staff with disabilities experience.  

 
2.4  Investors In People reassessment 

 
2.4.1 The Trust has undergone a detailed reassessment for our Investors In 

People accreditation over the last few weeks.  About 170 staff from a diverse 
range of backgrounds have been interviewed by the assessor. Informal 
feedback was positive and a formal report expected shortly. This will be 
looked at in conjunction with the Staff Survey to identify areas for 
improvement. 
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2.5  NHSI Quarterly Review Meeting 
 
2.5.1 The Executive Team met with Andrew Morgan and other colleagues from 

NHSI on 2nd March. The performance of the Trust was discussed across 
quality, operational and financial domains. The meeting was positive and 
NHSI will be reviewing the status of the Trust's remaining license breach in 
late March. 

 
3. SOUTH YORKSHIRE AND BASSETLAW (SYB) ACCOUNTABLE  CARE SYSTEM    

(ACS) ACTIVITIES 
 
3.1 Extraordinary Collaborative Partnership Board (CPB) 9th March 

 
3.1.1 The CPB met to discuss the NHS Planning Guidance that was published 

recently. There are important implications for how the Integrated Case 
System moves forward through 2018-19, particularly with regard to 
accessing STF and Provider Sustainability Funds for Trusts. A decision 
needs to be made by 30th April on what sort of ICS the partner organisations 
wish to be over the next 12 months. It is likely that a paper will come to the 
April Board of each constituent organisation so individual and collective 
decisions can be made. 

 
3.2 Hospital Services Review 

 
3.2.1 The review is now modelling a range of options identified by the independent 

with publication of the report expected at the end of April. Clinical and 
managerial staff from Barnsley Hospital have been involved in Clinical 
Working Groups across the five specialties being reviewed. Executive 
Directors have been part of the Steering Group throughout the process. 

 
4. PARTNERSHIP WORKING WITH OTHER LOCAL ORGANISATIONS 

 
4.1 Bilateral meetings with other organisations 

 
4.1.1 Steve Wragg and I have had a further bilateral meeting with the leadership of 

Barnsley CCG. I had a very constructive introductory meeting with Marie 
Hoyle, the new Chief Executive of Barnsley Healthcare Federation. 

 
4.2 Barnsley Provider Alliance 

 
4.2.1 The first meeting of NHS providers in Barnsley took place on 1st March, 

chaired by Steve Wragg. Discussions centered on how the organisations can 
work more effectively together, particularly on collaboration in localities. 

 
5. NEW CONSULTANT APPOINTMENTS  
 

5.1 The have not been any new Consultant appointments since the last report although 
interviews are scheduled for 19th March for Ophthalmology and Radiology vacancies. 

 
 
 
Dr Richard Jenkins 
Chief Executive  
March 2018 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

STRATEGIC CONTEXT 

  

REPORT TO THE  
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

REF: BoD/18/03/14  

 
SUBJECT:   HORIZON SCANNER  

DATE:          MARCH 2017  

PURPOSE:  

 Tick as 
applicable 

  Tick as 
applicable 

For decision/approval   Assurance  
For review   Governance  
For information   Strategy  

PREPARED BY: EMMA PARKES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & 
COMMUNICATIONS 

SPONSORED BY: DR RICHARD JENKINS, CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

PRESENTED BY: EMMA PARKES, DIRECTOR OF MARKETING & 
COMMUNICATIONS 

 
To provide a brief overview of key developments and initiatives across the national and regional 
healthcare landscape which may impact or influence the Trust’s strategic direction.   

 
Summary of content:  
 

 MY NHS/NHS Choices 
 NHS Pay deal Update 
 NHS Waiting Times  
 New recruitment and retention campaign to coincide with 70th anniversary of NHS 
 NHS Subsidiary Companies 
 NHS must lead on tackling national pollution problem 
 WhatsApp - advice is relaxed 
 Private healthcare providers – NHS revenue falls  
 NHS trusts valuing estate  
 NHS Satisfaction Levels Fall  
 Plans to improve patient safety by reviewing medication errors. 

 
 

The Board of Directors is asked to receive the contents of this report for information. 
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Subject: 
INTELLIGENCE MONITORING/HORIZON 
SCANNING MARCH 2017 

Ref: BoD/18/03/14 

 
*please note that this is not an exhaustive report, submissions welcome to emmaparkes1@nhs.net 
Publication Detail Impact/ Action/ 

Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

My 
NHS/NHS 
Choices  

NHS Choices User Rating – 4.5* (5* is Excellent)  
3 reviews, all positive 5 star reviews 
 
Feedback 
 
The care for my 19 month old son – “We called for an ambulance 
on Saturday lunch time as my son who was playing with my older son 
began making a choking sound, the ambulance came very quick and 
the paramedics were fantastic with my son aswell as keeping us calm, 
they mentioned the noise he was making sounded like croup. Once in 
the emergency room a nurse agreed on the croup noise and he was 
given some steroids. The nurses and doctors in the emergency room 
were fantastic with my son, extremely friendly. Once on Ward 37 the 
nurses were very informative, friendly and reassuring, both my 
children loved them, to the point my 3 year old wanted to stop over 
night too and was very disappointed when told he couldn't, but the 
nurse won him around by giving him a sticker. My little boy loved the 
play area, and all the attention he was getting. Thankfully he was 
allowed home the following day with the reassurance that if his 
breathing became difficult again within 24 hours I could ring a number 
and take him back, couldn’t have asked for any more from all of the 
staff from the paramedics, the emergency room staff and all staff on 
ward 37...Thank you very much.” 
 
Dermatology – “Thank you to the Doctors and Nurses within 
Dermatology. All my appointments ran on time, all my questions were 
answered clearly. I was always kept involved in my care and couldn't 
have asked for better treatment.” 
 
Lovely, professional staff. Excellent hospital – “Being a first time 
mum I was very nervous and didn’t know what to expect when I went 
into labour. When I went to the hospital, after being examined, I was 
told I wasn’t in established labour so I couldn’t be admitted but was 
told both myself and my boyfriend could stay in the relative’s room 
rather than going home. It was a spacious private room with comfy 
sofas, TV, DVD player, tea/coffee etc. where we could make ourselves 
comfortable and a midwife kept coming to see us every hour to see 
how we were doing. After a few hours in the relatives’ room we were 
given private room where my boyfriend was allowed to stay the night. 
After 30 hours we were moved to the delivery suites which are lovely 
big rooms. I had the option of a birthing pool and lights which dim to 
create a relaxing atmosphere. The midwife who was looking after me 
was actually six months pregnant herself but she went out of her way 
to find my partner a comfy reclining chair so he could try and get some 
rest while labour progressed. Midwives and staff on the post labour 
ward were just as lovely, nothing was too much trouble for any of the 
staff. Massive thank you to all the staff working at the maternity/labour 
department at Barnsley Hospital, you really are all doing an amazing 
job.” 
 
 

Potential 
impact on 
reputation / All 
postings 
responded to / 
Board to note 
for information 
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Publication Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

National  NHS pay deal: potentially 6.5% wage rise in exchange for day’s holiday 
 
Department of Health and Social Care (DHSC) officials are close to 
negotiating a £3.3bn deal with health unions, delivering a 6.5% wage 
rise for NHS staff in exchange for losing one day of holiday each year. 
The three-year deal would see around 1.3 million staff under 
the Agenda for Change contract benefit from increased pay, according 
to reports seen by the Guardian.  
 
Non-medical staff are expected to see a 3% rise, with future increases 
of 1-2% over the next two years. The rise would represent an end to 
the 1% pay cap policy which has been in place across much of the 
public sector since 2010. However, negotiators have been clear that 
any increase must be balanced out by the forfeiture of a day’s holiday, 
as a pay rise would only be possible if staff could increase 
productivity. 
 

Board to note. 
Director of 
Finance to 
monitor and 
report on 
outcome 

Kings 
Fund 
national 
monitoring 
report 

Hospital admission waiting times at record levels 

 
More than 1,000 people had to wait more than 12 hours to be 
admitted after being seen at A&E in January, as figures from the 
King's Fund's latest report show waiting times have reached record 
levels. The number of people waiting more than 52 weeks for 
treatment increased to 1,750.  
 
Responding to the report, NHS Providers deputy chief executive 
Saffron Cordery said: "NHS trusts and frontline staff are doing all they 
can to ensure patients receive safe and timely care. But as these 
findings show, it is becoming increasingly difficult to achieve this when 
demand for treatment is growing so quickly, and funding is so tight."  
 

 

National  New recruitment and retention campaign to coincide with 70th 
anniversary of NHS 
 
The new campaign will spotlight the contribution of nurses and 
midwives in the NHS now and over the last seven decades, and look 
at the wide ranging career opportunities in the 21st century NHS in a 
drive to recruit and retain more nurses and midwives into the 
profession. The campaign, to be run in conjunction with national 
organisations, is part of a package of measures announced by 
Professor Jane Cummings, these include: 
 
 165 ‘nursing and midwifery ambassadors’ to boost the image and 

perception of nursing and midwifery – they will spearhead a 
campaign to promote nursing as a career choice including visiting 
schools. 

 Taking steps to protect the title “nurse” in law – to remove 
confusion and provide added reassurance to the public and 
patients, the CNO will work with the CNOs from across the UK to 
review options for a legal change to ensure only those registered 
as a nurse can use this professional title. 

 Launching a 70-Day nationwide campaign to end ‘pyjamas 
paralysis’ – giving patients back one million days of their precious 
time that would otherwise be in bed in a hospital or care home. 

 
 

Board to Note.  
Executive 
Team to action 
– nursing, 
recruitment 
and 
communication 
actions as 
required.  
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Publication Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

The 
Guardian 

NHS Subsidiary Companies 
 
19 NHS trusts in England have already established a wholly owned 
subsidiary and 16 other trusts are considering doing the same in a 
fast-growing change in practice.  
 
NHS Providers deputy chief executive Saffron Cordery said: "No NHS 
trust embarks on the creation of a wholly owned subsidiary without 
very careful consideration. This isn’t about 'back-door privatisation': 
these companies are wholly owned subsidiaries of public bodies. 
Given the current financial pressures, trusts are obliged to look for 
potential cost savings and efficiencies. For some, this approach may 
present a legal and potentially beneficial way of improving value for 
money for taxpayers. However, trusts will always look carefully at the 
implications for their workforce as part of their deliberations on the 
best approach for their particular circumstances." 
 

 

Chief 
Medical 
Officer’s 
Annual 
Report 

NHS must lead on tackling national pollution problem 
 
In her annual report, chief medical officer Dame Sally Davies has said 
the NHS must take a lead on tackling a "cocktail of pollutants" which 
are contributing to chronic sickness across the country.  She argues 
that as one of the world’s largest employers, with over one million 
staff, the NHS has a significant pollution footprint with health service 
traffic - including patients - accounting for one in every 20 vehicles on 
UK roads.  
 
She says in the report: "It is the case that the health service in this 
country is a significant polluter simply due to its size." The report 
recommends that local NHS clinical commissioning groups, which 
already publish data on health measures and hospital performance, 
should also publish breaches of safe air pollution limits in their 
region. The wide ranging review also calls on other groups to follow 
the NHS example, warning the Government’s air pollution strategy is 
too reliant on stretched local authorities to implement and needs more 
central oversight. 
 

Board to note 

NHS 
England  

WhatsApp - advice that patient identifiable data should not be 
shared on messaging services relaxed 

 
NHS England said last year that patient identifiable information should 
not be sent over instant messaging services such as WhatsApp.  
However, latest guidance, published in February, states NHS 
organisations should only “minimise the amount of patient identifiable 
data you communicate via instant messaging”. 
 
While there remained “serious data protection concerns surrounding 
the use of these systems”, instant messages were described as 
a “useful tool, particularly in an emergency context”. 
 
Research published last year suggested most UK clinicians already 
use WhatsApp for work, including to share patient identifiable data, 
raising concerns about data security and patient confidentiality.  
 
 
 

Board to note  
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Publication Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

National – 
Private 
healthcare 

NHS revenues have fallen year-on-year at two large private 
providers, according to financial results 
 
Spire Healthcare and Australian-owned Ramsay Health Care UK both 
reported lower levels of NHS income, year-on-year. 
 
Spire’s overall turnover increased 0.6 per cent to £932m in the last 
financial year, but its NHS-funded income fell 1.9 per cent to £287.8m. 
Ramsay’s overall revenues are down 4.8 per cent year-on-year to 
£208m. The majority of the company’s revenue is for NHS work and 
its financial report said: “NHS demand management strategies are 
currently impacting volume significantly”. 
 
Private hospital groups can be referred NHS-funded work direct from 
NHS providers, under outsourcing arrangements with commissioners 
or from patients selecting them under a choose and book system at 
their GP surgery. Both groups expect their position to improve when 
NHS tariffs for some procedures go up in April, and both said there 
had been increases in self-funded patients. The other major 
independent providers of NHS-funded work are charity Nuffield 
Health, which does around 40,000 publically funded procedures a 
year - roughly 20 per cent of its total - and BMI Healthcare.Care UK 
and Circle Health also provide some elective acute services. 
 

 

National  NHS trusts are increasingly revaluing their estate in a way 
that boosts their reported financial position, under 
encouragement from NHS Improvement.  
 
The complex accountancy adjustment involves revaluing a trust’s 
estate in a way that assumes services could theoretically be 
consolidated to a cheaper “alternative site”. This results in a lower 
“book value” within the accounts, which boosts their revenue position 
by reducing the charges applied to their estate. Trusts have been able 
to use these revaluations for around ten years, but their use has 
increased dramatically over the last two years, as the Department of 
Health and Social Care has desperately sought to remain within its 
spending limit. The adjustments improve the department’s headline 
financial position but are purely accountancy based and do not 
produce real cash savings for the overall health budget. Benefits 
arising from lower depreciation charges also help boost the financial 
position, but do not represent a real cash saving. 
 

Board to note 
for information 
only  

National / 
NHS 
Providers 

NHS fall in public satisfaction  
 
The Nuffield Trust and King’s Fund have published the latest findings 
from NatCen’s British Social Attitudes survey on how satisfied the 
public are with the NHS and social care. Although the majority of 
respondents report being either 'very' or 'quite' satisfied with the NHS, 
satisfaction levels have dropped from 63% in 2016 to 57%. 
Dissatisfaction now sits at 29%.  
 
NHS Providers responded "These findings are deeply worrying. The 
shift in public mood has been a long time coming. We have argued 
forcefully that the NHS has reached a watershed moment, because 
despite the best efforts of trusts and frontline staff, it can no longer 
meet the standards of care set out in its constitution with the 
resources available."  

Board to note 
for information  
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Publication Detail Impact/ Action/ 
Owner / Will 
Board be 
involved? 

National Health and Social Care Secretary Jeremy Hunt has announced 
plans to improve patient safety by reviewing medication errors. 
 
The announcement comes after research by the universities of York, 
Manchester and Sheffield revealed that there are an estimated 237 
million medication errors in the NHS in England each year. The 
research, which was commissioned by the Department of Health 
Policy Research Programme, also found that avoidable adverse drug 
reactions (ADRs) cause an estimated 712 deaths, and could be a 
contributory factor to between 1,700 and 22,303 deaths a year. 
 
Jeremy Hunt has proposed that hospitals will be able to access 
prescribing data from a patient’s GP, in order to assess whether the 
drugs they have been taking have led to their admission. Initially, this 
will apply to patients who are admitted with gastro-intestinal bleeding, 
but will be extended to other conditions later. He has also announced 
that the introduction of electronic prescribing systems will be sped up 
and that there will be more protection for pharmacists to prevent them 
from being prosecuted in the event of a genuine error. It is hoped that 
these steps will enable the NHS to learn from mistakes, 
 

Director of ICT 
to monitor and 
advise Board 
of future 
implications / 
action required 
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BoD 2017-18 - Reference 

 

SCHEDULE OF ACRONYMS 

Additional acronyms may be added as appropriate/on request 

A  
A&E Accident and Emergency 
A4C / AfC Agenda for Change 
AAC Advisory Appointments Committee 
ABM Activity based management 

ACCEA Awards Committee for Clinical 
Excellence Awards  

ACE Acute Care of the Elderly 
ACO Accountable Care Organisation 
ACP Advance Clinical Practitioners 
ACS Additional Clinical Services 
ACS Accountable Care System 
ADS Annual Development Session 
AEC  Ambulatory Emergency Care 
AHP Allied Health Professions 
AHSN Academic Health Science Network 
AKI Acute Kidney Injury 
AMAC Ambulatory Medical Assessment Clinic 
AMU Acute Medical Unit 
AN Ante Natal 
ANP Advance Nurse Practitioner 
AOA  Annual Organisational Audit 
AQuA Advancing Quality Alliance 

ARCP Annual Review of Competence 
Progression 

AUP Acceptable Use Policy 
B  

BAEM British Association of Emergency 
Medicines 

BAF Board Assurance Framework 
BBE Bare below the elbows 
BCCG Barnsley Clinical Commissioning Group 
BFI Baby Friend Initiative  
BFS Barnsley Facility Services 

BHNFT Barnsley Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

BMA British Medical Association 
BMBC Barnsley Metropolitan Borough Council 
BMI Body Mass Index 
BMJ British Medical Journal 
BoD Board of Directors 
BWCC Barnsley Women and Children’s Centre 
C  
CAP Community Acquired Pneumonia 
CAPEX Capital Expenditure 
CASU Controls Assurance Support Unit 
CAUTI Catheter-Associated Urinary Tract 

Infection 
CBU Clinical Business Unit 
CCG Clinical Commissioning Group 
CCU Coronary Care Unit 
C.diff Clostridium Difficile 
CD / CDs Clinical Director(s) 
CDU Clinical Decision Unit 
CE / CEO Chief Executive / Chief Executive Officer 

CEMACH Confidential Enquiry into Maternal and 
Child Health 

CHAI Commission for Health Audit and 
Improvement  

CHD Coronary Heart Disease 
CHI Commission for Health Improvement 

CHKS CHKS – name of company providing 
statistical/benchmarking data 

CIP Cost Improvement Programme (also 
known as efficiency programme) 

CLAHRC Collaboration for Leadership in Applied 
Health Research and Care 

CLAUDE Clinical Audit Data Base 
CMO Chief Medical Officer 
CMT Clinical Management Team  
CNST Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts 
CoE Care of Elderly 
COG Council of Governors 
Comms Communications 
COO Chief Operating Officer 
COPD Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease 

COSHH Control of Substances Hazardous to 
Health 

CPA Clinical Pathology Accreditation 
CPD Continuing Professional Development 
CPE Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 

CPEC Clinical Performance & Effectiveness 
Committee   

CPMS Central Portfolio Management System 
CPT Capital Planning Team   
CQC Care Quality Commission 

CQUIN Commissioning for Quality and 
Innovation 

CRR Corporate Risk Register 
CRS Commissioner Requested Services 
CSSD Central Sterile Services Department 
CSU Clinical Service Units 
CT Control Target 
CWT Cancer Waiting Times 
D  
D1 Discharge Form 
DB Designated Body 
DBS Disclosure & Barring Service 
DDA Disability Discrimination Act 
Do ICT Director of ICT 
DoH Department of Health  
DoN&Q Director of Nursing and Quality 
DHSC Directorate of Health & Social Care 
DH  /  DoH   Department of Health 

DIPC Director of Infection Prevention & 
Control 

DNA Did Not Attend 
DNAR Do Not Attempt Resuscitation 
DOC Duty Of Candour 
DPM Department of Psychological Medicine 
DNR Do Not Resuscitate 
DSEU Day Surgery & Endoscopy Unit 
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E  
EBA Employer Based Awards 

EBITDA Earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortisation 

ECIST Emergency Care Intensive Support 
Team 

ECN Emergency Care Network 
ED Emergency Department 
EDD Estimated Date of Discharge 
EDS2 Equality Delivery System 
ENT Ear, Nose & Throat 
EOL End of Life 
EPAP Emergency Pathway Action Plan 
EPR Electronic Patient Records 
EqIA Equality Impact Assessment 
ESR Electronic Staff Record  
ET Executive Team 
EWS Early Warning Score 
EWTR European Working Time Regulation 
F  
F&P Finance & Performance 

FABULOS Fluids, Antibiotics, Blood Cultures, 
Urine, Lactate, Oxygen, Sepsis Six 

FBC Full Business Case 
FCE/FCSE Finished Consultant Episode 
FFCE First Finished Consultant Episode 
FFT Friends and Family Testing 
FOI Freedom of Information 
FPPR Fit & Proper Persons Requirement 
FPSG Finance & Performance Sub-Group 
FT Foundation Trust 
FTN Foundation Trust Network 
FQA Framework of Quality Assurance 
G  
GMC General Medical Council 
GP General Practitioner 
GUM /  
GU Med Genito-Urinary Medicine 

H  
H&S Health & Safety 
H&WB Health & Well Being 

HAPPY Harmonised Approval Process Pan 
Yorkshire 

HASU Hyper Acute Stroke Services 
HCA Health Care Assistant 
HES Hospital Episode Statistics 
HSE Health & Safety Executive 
HDU High Dependency Unit 
HR Human Resources 
HRG Health Resource Group (finance) 
HSC Health Service Circular 
HSMR Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio 
I  
IBP  
I&E Income and Expenditure 
ICU  Intensive Care Unit (also known as ITU) 

IFRS International Financial Reporting 
Standards 

IG Information Governance 
IP In Patients  
IIP Investors in People 
IHP Improving Hospital Partnerships 
IPC Infection Prevention & Controls 
IPR Integrated Performance Report 
IR1 Incident Reporting form   

IRMER Ionising Radiation - Medical Exposure 
Regulations  

ISS ISS Mediclean – cleaning contractors at 
the Trust  

ISU Inpatient Surgical Unit 
IT Information Technology 

ITU  Intensive Therapy Unit (also known as 
ICU) 

IV Intravenous  
IWL Improving Working Lives 
J  

JNCC Joint Negotiating and Consultation 
Committee 

JTUC Joint Trade Union Committee 
KL  
K 000s (thousands) 
KPI Key Performance Indicator 
LA Local Authority 
LAC Local Awards Committee   
LCRN Local Clinical Research Network 
LDP Local Development Plan 
LHC Local Health Community 
LIA Listening into Action 
LIFT Local Improvement Finance Trust 
LINks Local Involvement Networks 
LOS Length of Stay 
LPMS Local Portfolio Management System 
LRC Learning and Resource Centre 
LTC Long Term Conditions 
M  
M Million(s) 
M&S Medical & Surgical  
MAG Model Appraisal Guide 
MAJEX Major Incident / Major Exercise 
MAT Maternity  
MCP Multi Speciality Community Provider 
MDA Medical Devices Agency 
MDT Multi-Disciplinary Team  

MHRA Medicines &Medical Healthcare 
Regulatory Agency 

MIG Medical Interoperability Gateway 

MINAP Myocardial Infarction National Audit 
Programme 

MRCP Member of the Royal College of 
Physicians 

MRI Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
MTAS Medical Training Application Service 
MYH Mid Yorkshire Hopsitals 
N  

NCEPOD National Confidential Enquiry into 
Perioperative Deaths 

NED Non Executive Director 
NEL Non-Elective 
NEWS National Early Warning Score 
NHS  National Health Service 
NHSE National Health Service England 
NHSE National Health & Safety Executive 

NHSLA National Health Service Litigation 
Authority 

NCISH National Confidential Inquiry into Suicide 
and Homicide  

NICE National Institute for Clinical Excellence 
NIMG NICE Initiation and Monitoring Group 
NIHR National Institute for Health Research 
NPAT National Patients Access Team Pack page 74
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NPSA National Patient Safety Agency 
NRLS National Reporting & Learning System 
NSF National Service Framework 
O  
OBC Outline Business Case 
ODP Operating Department Practitioners 
OH Occupational Health 
OHW Occupational Health & Wellbeing 

OJEC Official Journal of the European 
Communities 

OMFS Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery 
OP Outpatients 

OPERA Older Persons Early Rehabilitation 
Assessment 

OPT Operational Performance Team 
OT Occupational Therapy 
PQ  
PA Professional Activities (4 hours) 

PACS Picture Archiving & Communications 
Systems 

PALS Patient Advice & Liaison Services 
PAS Patient Administration System 
PBR / PbR Payment by results (tariff system) 
PCT Primary Care Trust 
PEAT Patient Environment Action Team 
PEG Patient Experience Group 
PGME Post Graduate Medical Education 
PIU Planned Investigation Unit 

PLACE Patient Led Assessment of the Care 
Environment 

PLICs Patient level Information & Costing 
systems 

PN Post Natal 
PPI Public & Patient Involvement 
PR Public Relations 
PRASE Patient Reporting & Action for a Safe 

Envrioment 
PROMS Patient Reported Outcome Measures 
PSB Patient Safety Board 
PSM Patient Services Manager 
PTS Patient transport services 

QA Quality Assurance  
or Quality Account 

QGSG Quality & Governance Sub-Group 

QIPP Quality Innovation Prevention & 
Productivity 

R  
R&D Research and Development 
RAF Risk Assessment Framework 
RAG Red Amber Green (risk ratings) 

RATS Remuneration and Terms of Service
  

RCA Route Cause Analysis  
RCN Royal College of Nursing 

RCPCH Royal College of Paediatrics and Child 
Health 

RCP Royal College of Physicians 

RDASH Rotherham Doncaster & South Humber 
NHS Foundation Trust 

RFF NHS Trust identification code (Barnsley) 

RFT Rotherham Hospital NHS Foundation 
Trust 

RHQ NHS Trust Identification Code 
(Sheffield) 

ROCA Register of Controls Assurance 
RPST Risk Pooling Assessment for Trusts 
RST Revalidation Support Team 
RTT Referral to Treatment 
S  
SABS Safety Alert Broadcast System  
SALT Speech and Language Therapy 
SAS Staff and Associate Specialist 
SAU Surgical Administration Unit 

SCH Sheffield Children’s Hospital NHS 
Foundation Trust 

SDA Surgical Decision Area 
SHA Strategic Health Authority  
SHDU Surgical High Dependency Unit 

SHMI Summary Hospital-level Mortality 
Indicators 

SHO Senior House Officer 
SI Serious Incident 
SID Senior Independent Director 
SIFT Service Increment for Training 
SLA / 
SLAM 

Service Level Agreements / Service 
Level Agreement Monitoring 

SLR Service Line Reporting 
SMS Substance Misuse Service 
SOA Strategic Options Analysis 
SORP Statement of Recommendation Practice 
SoS Secretary of State  
SPA Supporting Professional Activities 
SPC Statistical Process Control 
SpR Specialist Registrar 
SRG System Resilience Group 
SSD Sterile Services Department 
SSDG Senior Strategic Development Group 
SSR Strategic Services Review 

STEIS Strategic Health Authority Executive 
Information System 

STH Sheffield Teaching Hospitals NHS 
Foundation Trust 

STP / S&T Sustainability & Transformation Plan 

SWYPFT South West Yorkshire Partnership 
Foundation Trust 

SY&B South Yorkshire and Bassetlaw 
TUV  
T&C Terms & Conditions 
TDA NHS Trust Development Authority 

TIGER The Information Governance Education 
Recognition Award 

TTO Tablets to Take Out 

TUPE Transfer of Undertakings (protection of 
Employment) 

TWWMIB Together We Will Make It Better 
UGI Upper Gastro Intestinal 
VDI Virtual Desktop Infrastructure 
VTE VenousThrombo-Embolism 
WXYZ  
WCA Wider Controls Assurance  
WLI Waiting List Initiative 
Wte whole time equivalent 

WTP Working Together Programme/  
Working Together Partnership 

Y&H Yorkshire & the Humber  
YTD Year to Date 
YE Year End 
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